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Abstract

Speech perception requires the integration of information from multiple phonetic and phonological

dimensions. Numerous studies have investigated the mapping between multiple acoustic-phonetic

dimensions and single phonological dimensions (e.g., spectral and temporal properties of stop conso-

nants in voicing contrasts). Many fewer studies have addressed relationships between phonological

dimensions. Most such studies have focused on the perception of sequences of phones (e.g., [bId],

[bEd], [bIt], [bEt]), though some have focused on multiple phonological dimensions within phones

(e.g., voicing and place of articulation in [p], [b], [t], and [d]). However, strong assumptions about

relevant acoustic-phonetic dimensions and/or the nature of perceptual and decisional information

integration limit previous findings in important ways. New methodological developments in the Gen-

eral Recognition Theory framework enable a number of these assumptions to be tested and provide

a more complete model of distinct perceptual and decisional processes in speech sound identification.

A Bayesian non-parametric analysis of data from four experiments probing identification of (two sets

of) consonants in onset (syllable initial) and coda (syllable final) position indicate that integration

of phonological information is partially independent in both perception and decision making for

most subjects, and that patterns of independence and interaction vary with the set of phonological

dimensions under consideration and with syllable position.
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CHAPTER 1

Multiple dimensions in speech perception

1.1. Introduction and motivation

As a speech signal is mapped onto a meaningful linguistic representation, information from

multiple acoustic-phonetic and phonological dimensions must be integrated. Consider, for example,

an utterance beginning with the voiceless bilabial stop [p]. At any given point in time, the signal

will be perceived as more or less [p]-like and more or less [b]-like; the percept will be more or less

(phonologically) voiced. It will be perceived as more or less [t]-like and more or less [f]-like, as well;

the percept will be more or less labial or alveolar, more or less a good example of a stop or fricative.

In the absence of noise, a clearly articulated [p] will be perceived as far more [p]-like than [b]-,

[t]-, or [f]-like, though in many common settings, the signal will be more ambiguous. In any case, in

order to accurately perceive a spoken [p], information from voicing, place of articulation, and manner

of articulation dimensions (among others) must be integrated. It may be that these phonological

dimensions are integrated independently; a phoneme may be a simple combination of its component

parts. On the other hand, it may be that phonological dimensions interact, producing a percept

that is qualitatively different than would be expected from a simple combination of its component

parts.

Investigations of the integration of phonological information are complicated by the fact that

the mapping between acoustic-phonetic dimensions and phonological dimensions is many-to-many.

For example, both stop burst strength and voice onset time (VOT) cue voicing distinctions, but

both also play a role in cuing place of articulation. For example, more intense release bursts and

longer VOTs cue, in English, a voiceless stop, but voiceless alveolar stops tend to have more intense

release bursts and longer VOTs than do voiceless labial stops (e.g., Oglesbee, 2008).

Previous studies probing the perception of distinctive features and their acoustic-phonetic cor-

relates have been limited by strong assumptions about the nature of the relationships between

dimensions, a failure to consider all the levels at which dimensions may interact, or both. These
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CHAPTER 1. MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS 1.2. UNIDIMENSIONAL CATEGORY STRUCTURE

limitations may be addressed directly in the General Recognition Theory (GRT) framework (Ashby

& Townsend, 1986; Kadlec & Townsend, 1992a; Thomas, 2001a), a multidimensional generalization

of signal detection theory (SDT; Green & Swets, 1966). GRT is well suited to this purpose because

it provides rigorous distinctions between independence of dimensions in perception and decision

making and between within-stimulus and across-stimuli levels of interaction.

We turn now to a discussion of previous work on the internal (perceptual) structure of pairs

of contrasting phonological segments (i.e., the structure of phonological categories with regard to a

single phonological dimension). This is followed by a discussion of research in which the relationships

between multiple phonological dimensions have been directly addressed. This chapter ends with a

brief ‘roadmap’ describing the organization of the rest of the thesis.

1.2. Category structure on a single phonological dimension

As noted briefly above, a phonological contrast may have multiple acoustic correlates, and

different phonological contrasts may ‘share’ acoustic distinctions. For example, voicing in syllable

onset position can be cued by VOT (e.g., Lisker & Abramson, 1964; Stevens, 1998), though a number

of other acoustic-phonetic properties also distinguish voiced from voiceless stop consonants, such as

consonant release-burst amplitude, aspiration noise amplitude, and fundamental frequency (F0) at

voice onset (e.g., Oglesbee, 2008). Similarly, voicing distinctions in onset fricatives correspond to

differences in frication noise amplitude and duration, as well presence or absence of voicing during

noise production (e.g., Silbert & Jong, 2008; Stevens, 1998).

Place of articulation distinctions also map onto multiple acoustic-phonetic properties. In stop

consonants, place of articulation can be cued by differences in the spectral structure and amplitude of

the release-burst, whereas in fricatives, place can be cued by differences in the spectral structure and

duration of frication noise. The location and movement of vowel formants near the consonant-vowel

boundary also vary as a function of place in both stops and fricatives (as well as other consonants;

Stevens, 1998).

Not surprisingly, the internal perceptual structure of phonological categories seems to depend, at

least in part, on the nature of the relevant acoustic-phonetic properties. For example, identification

accuracy and category goodness judgments for stop consonants vary as a function of VOT, and

this variation depends on speaking rate and place of articulation. Relative to faster speaking rates,
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slower speaking rates broaden and shift (upward) the range of VOTs judged as good exemplars of

voiced and voiceless categories (J. L. Miller & Volaitis, 1989; Volaitis & Miller, 1992).

However, while VOT is an important cue to voicing distinctions, it is not the only acoustic-

phonetic dimension relevant to this contrast. The frequency of F0 and F1 at voicing onset and the

amplitude of the release burst also play a role in distinguishing voiced from voiceless obstruents in

onset position (Kingston & Diehl, 1994). Recent work probing a large number of acoustic-phonetic

dimensions supports these claims and indicates further that the internal structure of phonological

categories also varies as a function of a listener’s native language (e.g., Oglesbee, 2008).

In a few cases, research on the internal structure of phonological categories has focused explicitly

on interactions between acoustic-phonetic dimensions. It has been shown convincingly that F1

frequency and spectral correlates of nasalization interact perceptually (Kingston & Macmillan, 1995;

Macmillan, Kingston, Thorburn, Dickey, & Bartels, 1999), as do voice quality and F1 frequency

(Kingston, Macmillan, Dickey, Thorburn, & Bartels, 1997). More recently, perceptual interactions

between a number of spectral and temporal cues to voicing in intervocalic consonants have been

reported (Kingston, Diehl, Kirk, & Castleman, 2008).

1.3. Category structure on multiple phonological dimensions

Relationships between phonological dimensions have been probed directly in a smaller number

of studies. It has been found, for example, that slightly longer VOTs are judged as better for velar

place of articulation than for labial place of articulation (Volaitis & Miller, 1992). Evidence of

interactions between place and voicing was also presented by Sawusch and Pisoni (1974). Similar

shifts toward longer VOTs for alveolar stops relative to labial stops in categorization have been

shown to correspond closely to statistical information from category structure in production (i.e.,

the distribution of VOTs; Nearey & Hogan, 1986). Interactions between place of articulation and

voicing, place and manner of articulation, and a number of segmental and suprasegmental variables

have been found in speeded classification tasks (Eimas, Tartter, Miller, & Keuthen, 1978; Eimas,

Tartter, & Miller, 1981; J. L. Miller, 1978). On the other hand, indirect evidence of independence

between phonological dimensions has been found in phonetic categorization (J. L. Miller & Eimas,

1977), suggesting that patterns of interaction and independence may depend on the experimental

task employed.
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However, although the results of Volaitis and Miller (1992) and Eimas et al. (1978) provide

reasonably clear evidence of interactions between (phonological) dimensions, neither maintains a

rigorous distinction between perceptual and decisional processes. To the extent that perception and

decision making are distinct cognitive processes, this makes interpretation of evidence of interaction

between phonological dimensions difficult.

A small body of literature exists in which both perceptual and decisional interactions between

phonological dimensions are explicitly addressed. The Normal A Posteriori Probability model

(Nearey & Hogan, 1986; Nearey, 1990) explicitly models both the structure of perceptual categories

and the decision making process. Categorization of sequences of phones has also been modeled us-

ing logistic regression models with decision bias parameters free to vary without regard to category

structure per se (Nearey, 1992, 1997, 2001, 2003) and, with closely related mathematical underpin-

nings, as a hierarchical process in which decisions about one dimension (may) influence decisions

about another dimension (Smits, 2001a, 2001b).

Fits of the HICAT (HIerarchical CATegorization) model to three sets of categorization data

(two sets from fricative-vowel stimuli, and one set from vowel-stop stimuli) support the idea that

decision making on one phonological dimension can depend on the perception of another dimension

(Smits, 2001a, 2001b). For example, HICAT-based analyses indicate that the boundary separating

the alveolar fricatives [s] and [S] varies as a function of the perception of the following vowel ([i] or

[u] in one data set, [i] or [y] in another) and that the boundary separating the stops [d] and [t] varies

as a function of the perception of a preceding vowel ([ej] or [E]). Perceptual dimensions in HICAT

are assumed to correspond directly to acoustic-phonetic dimensions.

Perception and decision making are also addressed as distinct mechanisms in the fuzzy logical

model of perception (FLMP), which has been used to model integration of information from various

acoustic-phonetic dimensions (e.g., VOT, formant values at voicing onset, aspiration noise inten-

sity) in the categorization of speech sounds varying on multiple phonological dimensions (voicing

and place of articulation in nonsense syllable initial consonants [pæ], [bæ], [tæ], [dæ], as in Massaro

& Oden, 1980; Oden & Massaro, 1978). Equivocal evidence of decisional interactions and percep-

tual independence was found in at least one FLMP-based analysis of categorization data (Oden &

Massaro, 1978).
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1.4. Limitations of previous work

The work described above makes it clear that there is rich internal structure to phonological

categories. However, the waters are muddied by a number of theoretical and methodological limita-

tions to the evidence of interactions between phonological dimensions in much previous work. We

consider each in turn.

1.4.1. Theoretical limitations. There are two major theoretical limitations to previous work.

First, though interactions between dimensions may occur at multiple, distinct levels (e.g., percep-

tion and decision making), these levels are often conflated. Second, strong assumptions about the

presence or absence of interactions at one or more levels are often made a priori.

1.4.1.1. Conflation of levels of interaction. It is clear that explicit goodness judgments are the

product of both perceptual and decisional factors; the results reported by Volaitis and Miller (1992)

could be due to either or both in conjunction. Similarly, Maddox (1992) has shown that interference

in speeded classification (as used by, e.g., Eimas et al., 1981) could be the result of either perceptual or

decisional processes. Insofar as the structure and location of categories is only implicitly considered

in, e.g., logistic regression models of categorization (e.g., Nearey, 1992) or the FLMP (e.g., Oden &

Massaro, 1978), within- and across-category forms of perceptual interaction are conflated.

The distinctions between perception and decision making and between within-stimulus and

across-stimuli levels of interactions (or independence) are important to maintain. On one hand, deci-

sion making is logically distinct from perception, taking place post-perceptually and at least partially

under the control of listeners. Dimensional interactions in decision making implicate ‘higher-level’

cognitive systems than do perceptual interactions. On the other hand, across-stimuli perceptual in-

teractions indicate imperfect generalization of one (value of one) dimension across levels of another

(e.g., voicing across levels of place of articulation), whereas within-stimulus perceptual interactions

provide information about the ‘shape’ of categories defined by particular levels of multiple dimensions

(e.g., voiced labials).

1.4.1.2. Assumptions of independence. A complete picture of the interactions between phono-

logical dimensions should rely on as few a priori assumptions about the presence or absence of

interactions as possible. While within-stimulus, across-stimuli, and decisional notions of indepen-

dence are logically distinct (Ashby & Townsend, 1986), they may well covary in reality (e.g., Ashby
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& Lee, 1991). The assumption that one form of independence (e.g., within-stimulus independence)

holds has incompletely understood implications for investigations into other forms of independence

(e.g., between-stimuli perceptual and decisional independence). Assumptions of within-stimulus

independence (i.e., absence of interactions) have been employed in a number of previous studies.

To the best of our knowledge, all previous applications of multidimensional detection theory to

speech perception have assumed within-stimulus independence (e.g., Kingston & Macmillan, 1995;

Kingston et al., 1997, 2008; Macmillan et al., 1999). Similarly, in the FLMP, independent integration

of information from multiple acoustic dimensions is assumed (Massaro & Oden, 1980; Oden &

Massaro, 1978). On the other hand, in a number of applications of GRT to visual perception, the

decisional notion of independence is often assumed to hold (e.g., Olzak & Wickens, 1997; Thomas,

2001a, 2001b).

1.4.2. Methodological limitations. Evidence of interaction between phonological dimen-

sions may also be limited in scope simply because it arises as an unintended consequence of work on

other issues. For example, although the results of both Nearey and Hogan (1986) and Volaitis and

Miller (1992) indicate that perception of (and/or decision making with regard to) voicing varies as a

function of place of articulation, neither provides information regarding perception of place of artic-

ulation as a function of voicing. This can be readily addressed by requiring complete identification

of each level of each dimension of interest (Ashby & Townsend, 1986).

As discussed above, much evidence of phonological dimension interaction comes from work

focused on relationships between acoustic-phonetic dimensions in categorization (e.g., Nearey, 1992;

Smits, 2001b). Most such studies employ stimuli built on a number of acoustic-phonetic continua

defined on predetermined dimensions (e.g., VOT, formant frequency value at voice onset, etc...).

Although this method has proven value, if the goal is to study the relationships between phonological

dimensions (as it is here), we should avoid strong assumptions about the relevant acoustic-phonetic

structure of the stimuli insofar as we are able to do so. This may be accomplished by employing

naturally produced stimuli, for example.

1.5. Roadmap

The present work employs non-parametric GRT in an investigation of interactions between

phonological dimensions in obstruent consonants. GRT defines three levels at which interactions (or
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independence) between dimensions may obtain, thereby avoiding the problem of conflation of lev-

els of interaction. The non-parametric measures of interaction introduced by Ashby and Townsend

(1986) enable analyses of interactions between dimensions without making strong assumptions about

particular forms of independence holding a priori ; these non-parametric measures are employed here

in a Bayesian statistical framework. Finally, naturally produced tokens of nonsense syllables con-

taining the consonants of interest were employed as stimuli so as to avoid making strong assumptions

about the relevant acoustic-phonetic dimensions.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes GRT in detail. Chapter 3 pro-

vides a discussion of statistical inference, measures of interaction between dimensions, and presents

a hierarchical Bayesian model used here to link data, measurements, and theory. Chapter 4 presents

an analysis of interactions between place of articulation and voicing in onset obstruent consonants.

Chapter 5 presents an analysis of interactions between place and voicing in coda consonants. Chapter

6 presents an analysis of interactions between manner of articulation and voicing in onset obstruent

consonants. Chapter 7 presents an analysis of interactions between manner and voicing in coda

consonants. Chapter 8 concludes with a discussion of the implications and limitations of this work,

as well as some possible future directions.
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CHAPTER 2

General Recognition Theory

This introduction to the structure of GRT provides definitions of three logically distinct notions

of independence, a description of the experimental protocols typically employed with GRT, and a

brief discussion of various methods of testing the various forms of independence.

2.1. The structure of General Recognition Theory

As noted above, GRT is a multidimensional generalization of SDT. As such, it is a two-stage

model of perception and decision-making. In GRT, two major assumptions are made. First, it is

assumed that the presentation of a stimulus produces a random perceptual effect due to internal

(e.g., neural) noise, external noise added to the stimulus, or both. Over the course of many trials,

this results in distributions of perceptual effects.1 Second, it is assumed that perceptual space is

exhaustively partitioned by decision bounds into mutually exclusive response regions. The response

regions determine the response associated with (sets of) perceptual effects.

In its most general form, GRT is non-parametric, involving no assumptions about the spe-

cific functional forms of the perceptual distributions or decision bounds. This allows for rigorous,

general definitions of three logically distinct notions of independence (and interaction) between di-

mensions. Two of these concern perception, while the other concerns decision making. One of the

perceptual notions concerns within-stimulus independence, while the other concerns across-stimuli

independence.

Strictly for the purposes of illustration, two additional assumptions will be made. First, we

make the assumption that the perceptual distributions are bivariate Gaussian. Second, we assume

that decision bounds are linear. The non-parametric analyses to be employed require neither of

these assumptions. They are non-parametric precisely because no parameters are required to define

1 The distributions in SDT and GRT need not, in general, be considered perceptual. For example, SDT has been

profitably applied to memory research in which no plausible role for perceptual distributions exists, as in DeCarlo

(2002). Throughout the present work, however, distributions will be assumed to be perceptual in nature.
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particular functional forms for the perceptual distributions or decision bounds. Nonetheless, these

additional assumptions allow a clear and simple illustration of the model.

Figure 2.1 shows an illustrative two dimensional Gaussian GRT model for the stops [p], [b],

[t], and [d], i.e., consonants consisting of the factorial combination of (labial and alveolar) place of

articulation and (voiced and unvoiced) voicing. It is convenient in visualization of (Gaussian) GRT

models to make use of equal likelihood contours, or sets of points the same height above the (x, y)

plane; here, (x, y) correspond to (place,voicing). Given the presentation of a particular stimulus, the

points inside the appropriate ellipse are more likely to occur (i.e., are more likely perceptual effects)

than are the points outside the ellipse.

2.2. Three forms of independence

The within-stimulus notion of independence in the GRT framework is called perceptual indepen-

dence. Perceptual independence holds for a given perceptual distribution if, and only if, stochastic

independence holds. Thus, perceptual independence holds if, and only if, for all perceptual effects

corresponding to a given stimulus, the probability of the joint perceptual effect of particular levels

on each dimension (e.g., voiceless and labial) is equal to the product of the marginal probabilities of

the perceptual effects of each level considered separately. With the additional assumption of Gauss-

ian distributions, perceptual independence holds if, and only if, correlation between the perceptual

effects on each dimension is zero.

The two bivariate distributions on the left of the main panel of Figure 2.1 illustrate perceptual

independence. The equal likelihood contour for [p] is a circle because the marginal variance for

place is equal to the marginal variance for voicing in this distribution, whereas the equal likelihood

contour for [b] is an ellipse because the marginal variance for voicing is larger than the marginal

variance for place. In each case, the correlation between place and voicing is zero. On the other

hand, perceptual independence fails for the two distributions on the right. In the [t] distribution,

there is negative correlation between place and voicing (i.e., the more ‘alveolar’ a perceptual effect

is, the more likely it is to also be ‘voiceless’), whereas there is a positive correlation between the

perceptual effects in the [d] distribution. The sign of the correlation is defined with respect to the

dimensions and levels; the effect of perceptual correlations is to change the relative proportions of

distributions that fall in the different response regions.
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Figure 2.1. Illustrative two dimensional Gaussian GRT model. The ellipses rep-

resent contours of equal likelihood; the plus signs indicate the means of the distri-

butions. The solid line marginal densities correspond to the first level on the other

dimension (e.g., voiceless or labial); the dashed line marginals correspond to the

second level (e.g., voiced or alveolar). See text for details.

The across-stimuli notion of independence in GRT is called perceptual separability. We say

that, for example, place is perceptually separable from voicing if the marginal perceptual effect of

place is identical across levels of voicing. In Figure 2.1, this is illustrated for place of articulation.

The marginal perceptual distribution of voiced labial stops is identical to the marginal perceptual

distribution of voiceless labial stops; the same pattern holds for alveolars. In this case, we would say

that place of articulation is perceptually separable from voicing. On the other hand, in the model

illustrated in Figure 2.1, voicing is not perceptually separable from place. Perceptual separability

has failed due to shifts in the marginal means for alveolar stops such that voiceless alveolar stops

10



CHAPTER 2. GENERAL RECOGNITION THEORY 2.3. TESTING INDEPENDENCE

tend to be perceived as ‘more voiceless’ than are voiceless labial stops and voiced alveolar stops tend

to be perceived as ‘more voiced’ than are voiced labial stops. Perceptual separability can also fail

due to shifts in means in the same direction (e.g., the alveolar stops could both tend to be more

voiced then their labial counterparts). Changes in marginal variances can, in principle, also cause

failure of perceptual separability.

Finally, the decision-related notion of independence in GRT is called decisional separability. De-

cisional separability holds if, and only if, a decision bound is parallel to the (appropriate) coordinate

axis. In Figure 2.1, decisional separability holds for the bound separating the voiced and voiceless

response regions. In this case, decisions about the voicing category of a stimulus would not depend

on either perceptual effects or decision-making about the stimulus’ place. Decisional separability

fails here for the bound separating the labial and alveolar response regions such that there is a bias

toward responding ‘labial’ in the voiced region of perceptual space, whereas there is a bias toward

responding ‘alveolar’ in the voiceless region of perceptual space.

The simplest experimental protocol in which all three of these notions of independence can be

investigated consists of identification of four stimuli defined by the factorial combination of two

levels on each of two dimensions. Although GRT can be extended to an arbitrary number of levels

on an arbitrary number of dimensions (see, e.g., Kadlec & Townsend, 1992b), two levels on two

dimension is the most commonly used experimental and theoretical structure. For the remainder

of this work, we will restrict ourselves to this ‘standard’ GRT situation. In this case, the model

predicts identification-confusion probabilities as the volumes of the bivariate perceptual distributions

in the appropriate response regions. For example, the predicted probability of responding [t] when

presented with [p] would be the volume of the [p] distribution in the [t] response region.

2.3. Testing independence

General non-parametric2 tests of independence can be carried out on observed identification

confusion data (Ashby & Townsend, 1986; Thomas, 2001a, 2001b), as can (marginal) SDT-based

tests of all three forms of independence (i.e., tests employing marginal d′ and β parameters; Kadlec

& Townsend, 1992a, 1992b). In addition, parameter estimation (i.e., model fitting) and model

2 Tests that do not assume particular parametric forms of underlying perceptual distributions or decision bounds
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CHAPTER 2. GENERAL RECOGNITION THEORY 2.3. TESTING INDEPENDENCE

comparison can also be used to test various forms of independence (e.g., Thomas, 2001a; Wickens,

1992).

All of these approaches have important limitations. The non-parametric tests only test conjunc-

tions of forms of independence (i.e., perceptual independence and decisional separability, perceptual

and decisional separability). The SDT-based tests can only detect certain forms of failures of inde-

pendence. For example, one such test probes equality of marginal voicing d′ values across levels of

place. If separability fails because, say, the voicing is more salient for alveolars than for labials, this

test is, in principle, able to detect such a failure of perceptual separability. If, on the other hand,

perceptual separability fails because the alveolar stops are uniformly perceived as more voiceless

than are the labial stops (i.e., if the alveolar distributions are shifted in the same direction along the

voicing dimension), the marginal voicing d′ values could be equal across levels of place despite the

failure of separability (see, e.g., Kingston et al., 2008, for examples of possible failures of perceptual

separability of this type).

Parameter estimation in GRT also suffers from important limitations. This is due, at least in

part, to the fact that the most general Gaussian GRT model (with linear bounds) has a large number

of free parameters, typically more than the data have degrees of freedom. This means that the data

do not constrain the model; multiple configurations of perceptual distributions and decision bounds

may account for a given data set equally well. The most common solution to this has been to assume

that decisional separability holds while testing perceptual independence and perceptual separability

(Olzak, 1986; Thomas, 2001a, 2001b; Wickens, 1992).

Two methods have been developed to overcome this limitation to model fitting analyses, both,

at least in part, by increasing the degrees of freedom in the data relative to the model. The first

employed nine stimuli defined at three levels on each of two dimensions (Ashby & Lee, 1991). The

second manipulates stimulus presentation base rates (the frequency with which different stimuli are

presented in an experimental block) with the intention to shift decision bounds without affecting

the shape or location of perceptual distributions (Maddox, 1995; Maddox & Bohil, 1998a, 1998b;

Silbert, Townsend, & Lentz, 2007a, 2007b). Although both approaches enable more general GRT

models to be employed, both require additional, possibly problematic, assumptions.
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The present work employs two non-parametric measures of dimensional interaction (Ashby &

Townsend, 1986; Townsend, Hu, & Ashby, 1981; Townsend, Hu, & Evans, 1984) − marginal re-

sponse invariance and report independence3 − in a non-parametric Bayesian statistical model. Both

marginal response invariance and report independence are defined in terms of observed identification-

confusion propotions. Thus, they are not tied to any specific assumptions about the functional form

of the underlying perceptual distributions or decision bounds. This makes them very general mea-

sures of dimensional interaction, though, as noted above, they only test conjunctions of forms of

independence.

Let capital letters correspond to stimulus attributes and lower case letters correspond to re-

sponses. Thus, for a given stimulus, Ai indicates the ith level on the first dimension, and Bj

indicates the jth level on the second dimension. The response to the presentation of the Ai, Bj

stimulus would then be denoted ak, bl, where i, j, k, l = 1, 2. A bit more more concretely, given that

the stimulus at level one on the first dimension and level two on the second dimension (i.e., the

A1, B2 stimulus) was presented, the probability of responding correctly on the first dimension and

incorrectly on the second dimension would be denoted p(a1, b1|A1, B2).

Marginal response invariance holds for dimension A as a whole if the equality given in equation

1 holds for i = 1, 2:4

(1) p(ai, b1|Ai, B1) + p(ai, b2|Ai, B1) = p(ai, b1|Ai, B2) + p(ai, b2|Ai, B2)

Written in terms of levels on a phonological dimension, the equations defining marginal response

invariance with respect to place of articulation are as follows, where p(‘p’|[b]) indicates the probability

of responding ‘p’ when presented with [b]. Each equation is written twice, once in terms of individual

consonant responses (e.g., ‘p’ or ‘b’) and once in terms of marginal, feature-level responses (e.g.,

‘labial’).

3 also called sampling independence

4 Marginal response invariance may hold a single level on a given dimension.
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p(‘p’|[p]) + p(‘b’|[p]) = p(‘p’|[b]) + p(‘b’|[b])

p(‘labial’|[p]) = p(‘labial’|[b])

p(‘t’|[t]) + p(‘d’|[t]) = p(‘t’|[d]) + p(‘d’|[d])

p(‘alveolar’|[p]) = p(‘alveolar’|[b])

Similarly, marginal response invariance holds for dimension B if the equality given in equation

2 holds for j = 1, 2:

(2) p(a1, bj |A1, Bj) + p(a2, bj |A1, Bj) = p(a1, bj |A2, Bj) + p(a2, bj |A2, Bj)

As above, written in terms of levels on a phonological dimension, the equations defining marginal

response invariance with respect to voicing are as follows:

p(‘p’|[p]) + p(‘t’|[p]) = p(‘p’|[t]) + p(‘t’|[t])

p(‘voiceless’|[p]) = p(‘voiceless’|[b])

p(‘b’|[b]) + p(‘d’|[b]) = p(‘b’|[d]) + p(‘d’|[d])

p(‘voiced’|[p]) = p(‘voiced’|[b])

Thus, marginal response invariance holds if the probability of correctly5 identifying the level

on a given dimension is equal across levels of the other dimension. That is, it is a measure of

5 Strictly speaking, marginal response invariance need not be defined in terms of correct identification of a given

level. However, if performance is above chance, there will be more data in the correct cells in the confusion matrices,

which should provide more reliable estimates of response probabilities. Note, too, that in the two levels on two

dimensions case assumed here, the probability of incorrectly identifying the level on a dimension is one minus the

probability of correctly identifying the level on that dimension, so incorrect and correct responses should produce

identical measures of marginal response invariance
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generalization. As implied by the pairs of equations given above in terms of place of articulation

and voicing, respectively, in the standard, two levels on each of two dimensions GRT case, marginal

response invariance may hold or fail at one level regardless of whether it holds or fails at the other.

Marginal response invariance is related to GRT in Theorem 5 of Ashby and Townsend (1986),

which states that the conjunction of decisional separability and perceptual separability implies mar-

ginal response invariance, but not vice versa. Thus, if marginal response invariance fails in a data

set, we can conclude either that perceptual separability has failed, that decisional separability has

failed, or that both have failed. If marginal response invariance holds in a data set, we cannot draw

any strong inferences, though we may take it as suggesting that both perceptual separability and

decisional separability hold.

Report independence holds when presented with stimulus Ai, Bj if the equality in equation 3

holds:

(3) p(ai, bj |Ai, Bj) =
[
p(ai, b1|Ai, Bj) + p(ai, b2|Ai, Bj)

]
×
[
p(a1, bj |Ai, Bj) + p(a2, bj |Ai, Bj)

]
Written in phonological terms with respect to [p], the definition of report independence is:

p(‘p’|[p]) =
[
p(‘p’|[p]) + p(‘b’|[p])

]
×
[
p(‘p’|[p]) + p(‘t’|[p])

]
p(‘labial, voiceless’|[p]) = p(‘labial’|[p])× p(‘voiceless’|[p])

Thus, report independence holds given the presentation of a particular stimulus if the joint

probability of issuing a correct6 response is equal to the product of the marginal probabilities of

correctly identifying the levels of each component dimension of that stimulus. Report independence

is a measure of statistical independence, and is related to GRT in Theorem 1 of Ashby and Townsend

(1986), which states that the conjunction of perceptual independence and decisional separability

implies report independence. Thus, if report independence fails in a data set, we can conclude either

that perceptual independence has failed, that decisional separability has failed, or that both have

failed. As with marginal response invariance, if report independence holds in a data set, we cannot

6 Again, strictly speaking, report independence need not be defined only in terms of correct responses. Nonethe-

less, we will do so here.
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draw strong inferences, though we may take it as suggesting that both perceptual independence and

decisional separability hold.
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CHAPTER 3

Statistical inference, marginal response invariance, and

report independence

The problem of statistical inference with regard to marginal response invariance, report indepen-

dence, and perceptual and decisional interactions is threefold. First, we desire a method for reliably

detecting interactions; we want a measure of interaction and a rule for deciding if the measure accu-

rately indicates the presence of interaction(s). Second, we want methods that provide quantitative

information about the nature and magnitude of interactions. Third, we would like the assumptions

underlying the method(s) to be as far removed as possible from the detection and description of

the interactions of interest. This chapter presents a non-parametric hierarchical Bayesian model

designed to pursue these goals. Simulations indicate that the Bayesian model has statistical power

equal to that of previously employed frequentist methods (e.g., Thomas, 2001a, 2001b), and so is as

reliable a detector of interactions as is (currently) possible. The Bayesian model also provides more

information about the direction and magnitude of interactions and relies on fewer and less directly

related assumptions than do analogous frequentist methods. The Bayesian model has a number of

additional advantages over these frequentist methods.

3.1. Tests of Marginal Response Invariance and Report Independence

In previous work, tests of report independence have been carried out via χ2 tests of independence

(of the stimulus dimensions); response frequencies for each stimulus are arranged in a 2x2 contingency

table and the familiar χ2 formula is used to calculate a test statistic. Similarly, tests of marginal

response invariance have been carried out via a z test (see, e.g., Thomas, 2001a). In the present work,

analogous tests are carried out with a hierarchical non-parametric Bayesian statistical model. As

described below in detail, the Bayesian model provides us with posterior distributions of estimates

of identification confusion probabilities. These estimates can be transformed to obtain measures of

marginal response invariance and report independence, the posterior distributions of which provide
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information regarding the direction and magnitude of interactions as well as quantification of the

uncertainty of observed values of measures of interaction.

By taking the difference of the terms on each side of equation 1 (i.e., the numerator in equation

11), we obtain a statistic for testing whether or not marginal response invariance holds (in this case

for level i on dimension A; we do so analogously for each level on dimension B). We call this statistic

∆ as it indicates a difference of marginals.

∆ = p(ai|Ai, B1)− p(ai|Ai, B2)(4)

=
[
p(ai, b1|Ai, B1) + p(ai, b2|Ai, B1)

]
−
[
p(ai, b1|Ai, B2) + p(ai, b2|Ai, B2)

]
Similarly, we take the difference between the terms in equation 3 to obtain a useful statistic for

testing report independence for each stimulus (i.e., each row in a confusion matrix). We call this

statistic π as it indicates a test of (in part) perceptual independence:

π = p(ai, bj |Ai, Bj)−
[
p(ai|Ai, Bj)× p(bj |Ai, Bj)

]
(5)

= p(ai, bj |Ai, Bj)−([
p(ai, b1|Ai, Bj) + p(ai, b2|Ai, Bj)

]
×
[
p(a1, bj |Ai, Bj) + p(a2, bj |Ai, Bj)

])
The ∆ statistic can, in theory, detect an interaction (i.e., a failure of marginal response invari-

ance) and, because it is signed, indicate the nature and magnitude of the interaction. For example,

if marginal response invariance were to fail due to an increased probability of responding a1 (e.g.,

‘labial’) when presented with the A1, B1 stimulus (e.g., ‘labial, voiceless’ [p]) than when presented

with the A1, B2 stimulus (‘labial, voiced’ [b]), ∆ (as defined in equation 4) would be positive and

would reflect the magnitude of the difference in response probabilities. The z statistic employed by

Thomas (2001a) behaves similarly.

On the other hand, the χ2 test of (report) independence can only serve to detect an interaction.

Because χ2 values are by definition positive, information about the nature of the interaction is lost,

and because of the formula for the χ2 statistic, the relationships between the magnitude of failure of

report independence (i.e., of the difference between the joint probability and the product of marginals

in equation 5) and the magnitude of χ2 statistic is opaque. The π statistic defined in equation 5

preserves this information. However, it is important to note that, while the behavior of the z and
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χ2 statistics are well-understood, the same cannot be said for the ‘raw’ differences that constitute

∆ and π. We show below (in Appendix A) that, in the context of the Bayesian model employed

here, ∆ and π have equivalent statistical power as z and χ2 (i.e., are as likely to accurately detect

an underlying perceptual or decisional interaction). Only ∆ and π will be presented and discussed

here.

3.2. The Bayesian model

A hierarchical Bayesian multinomial-Dirichlet model provides a number of distinct advantages

over frequentist null-hypothesis significance tests of marginal response invariance and report in-

dependence. First, the hierarchical structure1 provides both group level and individual subject

level information about the distribution of correct identifications and incorrect confusions (and, by

implication, marginal response invariance and report independence); previous work in the GRT

framework has focused (statistically) almost exclusively on the individual-subject level. Second, the

Bayesian model proposed here avoids some of the limitations of null-hypothesis significance testing.

The Bayesian model described below provides a distribution of estimates of identification-confusion

probabilities that are reasonably probable given a well-specified pair of assumptions, namely that

the identification-confusion counts are multinomial random variables (equation 7, below) and that

the underlying probabilities driving the observed identification-confusion counts of each subjects are

jointly distributed as Dirichlet random variables tied together by group level (modeled) identification-

confusion counts (equation 9, below). By way of contrast, frequentist tests of marginal response in-

variance and report independence are models of these constructs, and so rely on strong assumptions

about the absence of interactions (i.e., null hypotheses regarding the value of test statistics).

The third advantage is that a Bayesian model enables straightforward quantitative prediction

of future data, given the data observed. Fourth, and again related, the Bayesian model employed

here allows us to investigate both variances in marginal distributions of test statistics (i.e., uncer-

tainty with regard to individual tests of marginal response invariance, akin to frequentist confidence

intervals) and covariances in joint (posterior) distributions of these statistics.2 Fifth, and finally, a

1 which is not inherently Bayesian
2 It seems likely that methods to obtain covariance information exist or are possible with the frequentist statistics

that have been used in previous GRT work, but to the best of my knowledge, these tools have not been developed or

applied. In any case, the covariances are a natural byproduct of the Bayesian analysis.
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Bayesian model explicitly encodes prior information. Although this is of limited utility in the present

case, due to a general paucity of relevant previous work on which to base a model of prior knowledge,

the results of the analyses reported here can serve as a quantitative model of prior knowledge in

future experimentation and analyses. The Bayesian model used here is given in general form in

equation 6:

(6) p(θ, α|data) ∝ p(data|θ)p(θ|α)p(α)

Here, p(θ, α|data) is the probability of the individual subject level estimates of identification

confusion probabilities θ and the group level estimates of identification confusion counts α, p(data|θ)

is the likelihood of the data given the θ probability estimates, p(θ|α) is the likelihood of the θ

probability estimates given the α count estimates, and p(α) is the (hyper) prior probability of the

α count estimates. The symbol ∝ means ‘proportional to’, so the posterior probability of θ and α

is proportional to the product of the likelihood, the prior, and the hyper-prior.

The likelihood of the data is defined as follows. The frequencies of the responses to a given

stimulus are distributed as multinomial random variables. Thus, for a single subject and a single

stimulus, the likelihood of the data for a given set of θ values is given by equation 7, where N ! is

the factorial of the number of presentations of the stimulus, and nj ! is the factorial of the frequency

of the jth response, and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1:

p(data|θ) = p(nj |θ)(7)

=
N !

n1!n2!n3!n4!

∏
j

θ
nj

j

∝
∏
j

θ
nj

j

The ratio of factorials is a normalizing constant for any given data set, and so can be ignored

for the purposes of illustration. The likelihood of a subject’s entire data set is the product of the

likelihoods of each of that subject’s stimuli, and the likelihood of multiple subjects’ data sets is the

product (of products) across subjects. This is given in equation 8 for each stimulus i, response j,

and subject k:
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p(data|θ) = p(nijk|θ)(8)

∝
∏
i,j,k

θ
nijk

ijk

There is an underlying probability corresponding to each combination of subject, stimulus, and

response, so there are as many θ estimates as there are observed response frequencies (i.e., confusion

matrix cells). These are constrained somewhat, and the group level behavior is modeled, by defining

the likelihood of the individual level θ probability estimates given group level α count estimates as

a Dirichlet distribution (α > 0):

(9) p(θ|α) ∝
∏
i,j,k

θ
αij

ijk

Finally, the prior distribution of the α count estimates is defined as a Gamma distribution with

rate and shape parameters a and b:

p(α) ∼ Gamma(a, b)(10)

In each analysis, a and b were set equal to 3 and .02, respectively, giving a distribution of α

values with a mean of 150 and standard deviation of approximately 86. This Gamma distribution

is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Estimation of the posterior distributions on θ and α were carried out in BRUGS, a software pack-

age linking the BUGS (Bayesian Updating via Gibbs Sampling; see, e.g., http://mathstat.helsinki.fi/

openbugs/) software to the statistical software package R (Team, 2009). The BRUGS code used is

given in Appendix B. BRUGS samples from the posterior distribution of θ and α (the left side of

equation 6) according to the model defined in equations 8, 9, and 10. Samples of θ and α values

are output in vectors, which are then analyzed to investigate overall model fit, marginal response

invariance, and report independence.3 As indicated in the BRUGS code, 3 chains (i.e., separate

sets of posterior samples) were acquired in order to check for convergence of the sampling algorithm

to the true posterior distrubution of θ and α. The first 10,000 steps of each chain were discarded

as ‘burn-in’, and each chain was thinned such that only every 200th step was taken (to minimize

3 Micro- and macro-analytic signal detection parameters can also be calculated from these vectors, though this

not done here.
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Figure 3.1. The Gamma distribution used as the (hyper) prior distribution on the

α count esimates. Gamma distribution parameters a = 3, b = 0.02.

autocorrelation of posterior samples) such that the output chains to be analyzed each consisted of

1000 samples (i.e., each chain had length 1000). Stability and convergence were checked via the

Gelman-Rubin statistic, roughly an F -like statistic that compares the variance within and between

chains. Given sufficiently low autocorrelation and good evidence of convergence, the three chains

are concatenated to form a single chain (of length 3000) corresponding to each θ and α in the model.

Overall fit of the model to each subject’s data is evaluated by comparing observed identification-

confusion proportions to the posterior distribution(s) of θ values. Marginal response invariance and

report independence are evaluated by calculating, for each step in the chains, the values of ∆ and π

(as defined in equations 4 and 5, respectively), and investigating the posterior distributions of same.
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3.3. Relationships between known GRT models, ∆, and π

This section is designed to make explicit the relationships between known (Gaussian) GRT

models and the Bayesian analyses of marginal response invariance and report independence. It is

also intended to familiarize the reader with the format to be used in the presentation of analyses in

later chapters, and to discuss the kinds of inferences that can be drawn from the analyses. Data was

simulated from six Gaussian GRT models and analyzed via the model described above in Section

3.2.

Figure 3.2 shows a model (left panel) that exhibits all three forms of independence defined in

GRT − perceptual independence, perceptual separability, and decisional separability. The results of

analyses of marginal response invariance on the place of articulation dimension are shown in the top

right panel; the x-axis indicates ∆labial values, and the y-axis indicates ∆alveolar values. In this case,

the posterior distributions of ∆labial and ∆alveolar are both clustered tightly around zero, indicating

(correctly) that marginal response invariance should be produced by the model at both levels of the

place dimension4 and that the data are consistent with only small deviations (of ∆) from zero.

The results of analyses of report independence are shown in the bottom right panel; the x-axis

indicates πp values, the y-axis πb values. The posterior distributions of both πp and πb are also

clustered tightly around zero, indicating (correctly) that report independence holds. Note, though,

that there is a shift toward positive values for each. This is due to the shifted (relative to the

perceptual distribution means) location of the decision bounds (left panel).

Figure 3.3 shows two GRT models that produce similar patterns of failure of report indepen-

dence. The two panels on the left show the models used to simulate data. The model shown in the

top left panel exhibits the presence of perceptual independence and failures of decisional separability

that increase the size of the response region for ‘p’ and decrease the size of the response region for

‘b’.5 Relative to a case in which decisional separability holds, more of the [p] perceptual distri-

bution falls in the correct response region than in the adjacent partially correct regions (i.e., the

‘labial’-‘voiced’, or ‘b’, region in the top left and the ‘alveolar’-‘voiceless’, or ‘t’, region in the bottom

4 Recall that Ashby and Townsend (1986) show that perceptual and decisional separability together imply

marginal response invariance.
5 Similar changes also occur in the response regions for ‘t’ and ‘d’; for the sake of simplicity, we focus only on

‘p’ and ‘b’ here.
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Figure 3.2. A Gaussian GRT model exhibiting perceptual independence, percep-

tual separability, and decisional separability (left panel) and a subset (1/10) of the

posterior samples of ∆ (gray cloud, top right panel) and π (gray cloud, bottom

right panel). Solid lines (in the two right panels) indicate limits on 99% highest

probability density regions (i.e., regions in which 99% of the posterior distribution

resides). Circled crosses indicate values of ∆ (top right panel) and π (bottom right

panel) calculated from the simulated data.

right). Thus, because π is defined as the probability of the correct response minus the product of

the probabilities of the correct marginal responses (see equation 5), we expect positive values of

πp. On the other hand, relatively less of the [b] perceptual distribution falls in the correct response

region than in the adjacent partially correct regions (i.e., the ‘labial’-‘voiceless’, or ‘p’, region in the
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Figure 3.3. Gaussian GRT models exhibiting failure of decisional separability (top

left panel) and failure of perceptual independence (bottom left panel) and a sub-

set (1/10) of the posterior samples of π (gray clouds, right panels) resulting from

analysis of simulated data. Solid lines (in the two right panels) indicate limits on

99% highest probability density regions (i.e., regions in which 99% of the posterior

distribution resides). Circled crosses indicate values of π (right panels) calculated

from the simulated data.

bottom left and the ‘alveolar’-‘voiced’, or ‘d’, region in the top right). Hence, we expect negative

values of πb. The top right panel shows exactly this pattern of results for both the observed (circled

crosses) and modeled (gray clouds) values.

The model depicted in the bottom left panel exhibits the presence of decisional separability and

the failure of perceptual independence (in the [p] and [b] perceptual distributions) such that, again,
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relatively more of the [p] perceptual distribution and relatively less of the [b] perceptual distribution

fall in the (appropriate) correct response regions than in the adjacent partially correct regions. A

similar pattern of results − positive πp and negative πb − is expected and observed. The magnitude

of the shifts in the posterior distributions is different for the two models, but the general pattern is

the same.

This difference in magnitude highlights an important issue in drawing inferences from the results

of a Bayesian analysis such as those employed here. One way to draw inferences from a posterior

distribution of, e.g., π values is to define a ‘highest probability density’ region and determine whether

or not a particular value of interest (e.g., zero) is contained within this region. For example, in the

presence of perceptual independence and decisional separability, we expect a value of π near zero.

If zero is excluded from the highest probability density region of choice, we can conclude, with

some degree of confidence, that report independence has failed (i.e., that the observed value of π is

[relatively] inconsistent with a true underlying value of zero). In the ‘failure of decisional separability’

case illustrated in the top two panels of Figure 3.3, the 99% highest probability density regions for

πp and πb exclude zero, whereas in the ‘failure of perceptual independence’ case illustrated in the

bottom two panels, zero is only excluded from the 99% highest probability density region of πp, but

not that of πb.

With regard to πb, in this case, the discrete inference is, in some sense, incorrect, as it has failed to

detect a true underlying interaction. Nonetheless, the analysis provides valuable information about

this interaction. Although zero is within the 99% highest probability density region of the posterior

distribution of πb, the distribution is shifted substantially in the expected negative direction. Most

of the posterior distribution consists of negative values of πb, which provides us with information

about the state of report independence in the data. Given the imbalance in favor of negative πb

values, it is reasonable to draw inferences about perceptual independence and decisional separability

in the underlying model, although our degree of confidence in such inferences is not − and should

not be − as high here as it is in the other three cases (in which zero is excluded from the 99% highest

probability density regions).

Figure 3.4 depicts two GRT models that produce similar patterns of failure of marginal response

invariance. The two panels on the left show the models from which simulated data were produced.

The model shown in the top left panel exhibits failure of decisional separability and the presence
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Figure 3.4. Gaussian GRT models exhibiting failure of decisional separability (top

left panel) and failure of perceptual separability (bottom left panel) and a subset

(1/10) of the posterior samples of ∆ (gray clouds, right panels) resulting from

analysis of simulated data. Solid lines (in the two right panels) indicate limits on

99% highest probability density regions (i.e., regions in which 99% of the posterior

distribution resides). Circled crosses indicate values of ∆ (right panels) calculated

from the simulated data.

of perceptual separability. In this model, responses to place of articulation depend on the voicing

dimension such that the vertical (i.e., ‘place’) decision bound is ‘tilted’ and shifted to produce

more ‘labial’ responses in the voiced region of perceptual space and more ‘alveolar’ responses in the

voiceless region. Thus, there is a greater probability of responding ‘labial’ when presented with [b]

than with [p] because, relative to the [p] distribution, more of the [b] distribution falls on the ‘labial’

side of the vertical decision bound, and there is a greater probability of responding ‘alveolar’ when
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Figure 3.5. A Gaussian GRT model exhibiting failure of perceptual separability

(left panel) and a subset (1/10) of the posterior samples of ∆ (gray clouds, right

panel) resulting from analysis of simulated data. Solid lines (in the right panel)

indicate limits on 99% highest probability density regions (i.e., regions in which

99% of the posterior distribution resides). The circled cross indicates values of ∆

(right panels) calculated from the simulated data.

presented with [t] than with [d] because, relative to the [d] distribution, more of the [t] distribution

falls on the ‘alveolar’ side of the bound. As expected (given the definition of ∆ in equation 4), the

analysis of marginal response invariance on the place dimension produces negative values of ∆labial

and positive values of ∆alveolar.

A similar pattern holds for the model exhibiting failure of perceptual separability and the pres-

ence of decisional separability (bottom left panel). In this model, there is a similar imbalance in the

probability of ‘labial’ responses when presented with [p] and [b] and in the probability of ‘alveolar’
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responses when presented with [t] and [d], though here this is due to shifts in the means of the

distributions, not changes in the location and orientation of the vertical decision bound. In this

case, the voiced consonants [b] and [d] produce percepts more toward the labial side of perceptual

space, whereas the voiceless consonants [p] and [t] produce more alveolar percepts. The results of

the analysis are very similar (bottom right panel). Again, as expected, we see negative values of

∆labial and positive values of ∆alveolar. The magnitude of the shift in the posterior distribution

of ∆ values is different in the two models illustrated here, but this is an artifact of the particular

parameters chosen to simulate the data. The key point is that, while the underlying interactions in

the two models are distinct, the ‘observed’ and modeled values of ∆ are very similar.

The failure of perceptual separability depicted in the bottom left panel of Figure 3.4 is often

called ‘mean-shift integrality’, as perceptual separability has failed (i.e., the stimuli are ‘perceptually

integral’) due to a shift in the means of the perceptual distributions. Perceptual separability may

also fail if the salience of a given dimension varies as a function of the other dimension. Figure 3.5

illustrates an example of this. The left panel shows a model in which the place contrast between

labial and alveolar segments is less salient for voiceless [p] and [t] than it is for voiced [b] and [d]. In

this case, the probability of correct place of articulation responses is greater for both voiced stimuli,

so the values of ∆ should be negative at both levels of the place dimension. This is shown in the

right panel (cf. the patterns shown in Figure 3.4).

No failure of decisional separability can produce this pattern. If a failure of decisional separability

shifts response bias toward, say, ‘labial’ responses in the voiced region of perceptual space (as in the

top left panel of Figure 3.4), it necessarily shifts response bias away from ‘alveolar’ responses. The

model illustrated in Figure 3.5 produces an increase in (correct) ‘labial’ and ‘alveolar’ responses in

the voiced region of perceptual space. Note, too, that if salience were lower for voiced consonants

than for voiceless, this would produce positive ∆labial and ∆alveolar values (because of the order

of the terms in the definition of ∆ in equation 4). The general point is that ‘mean-shift’ failures

of perceptual separability and analogous failures of decisional separability should produce opposite

signed shifts in ∆ at the two levels on the dimension in question, whereas a failure of perceptual

separability due to a change in salience of one dimension across levels of the other should produce

shifts in ∆ with the same sign at each level.
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3.4. Summary

The hierarchical, Bayesian multinomial-Dirichlet model described in equations 6 through 10 may

be employed to draw inferences about perceptual and decisional interactions from data. This ap-

proach has a number of advantages over frequentist methods employed elsewhere. Chief among these

advantages are the fact that the hierarchal model described here relies only on general assumptions

about identification-confusion frequencies and explicitly models group-level properties. Previously

employed frequentist methods rely on strong assumptions about the measures of interaction of inter-

est and do not explicitly address groups of subjects. In conjunction the the statistics ∆ and π, the

model also provides information about the direction and magnitude of failures of marginal response

invariance and report independence that is often ignored in analogous frequentist tests. Finally, the

model enables straightforward visual representation of, on the one hand, the output of the Bayesian

analyses, and, on the other, the connections between these analyses and the assumed underlying

GRT models.
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CHAPTER 4

Place of articulation and voicing in onset position

Experiment one is an investigation of perceptual independence, perceptual separability, and

decisional separability between place of articulation and voicing in onset (i.e., syllable initial) stop

consonants [p], [b], [t], and [d]. These consonants were chosen in part because previous work on

dimensional interactions in speech perception has probed these dimensions with the same consonants,

in part because they are one set (among many in English) that mirror the structure of a simple GRT

model (i.e., two levels on each of two dimensions). Previous work investigating the integration of

various acoustic-phonetic cues to voicing and place (e.g., VOT, formant frequency at voicing onset)

in categorization tasks provides some evidence that place and voicing are independent (e.g., Oden

& Massaro, 1978). On the other hand, there is also evidence of interactions between place and

voicing (e.g., Eimas et al., 1978; Sawusch & Pisoni, 1974). However, within- and between-category

perceptual levels are conflated in Oden and Massaro (1978), perceptual and decisional levels are

conflated in Eimas et al. (1978), and strong assumptions about the relevant acoustic cues to voicing

and place limit the generality of these findings. The application of GRT and naturally produced

stimuli addresses both of these concerns.

4.1. Methods

4.1.1. Stimuli. In order to avoid strong assumptions about the relevant acoustic-phonetic

dimensions, naturally produced nonsense syllables were used as stimuli. Four tokens of each stimulus

type – [pa], [ba], [ta], and [da] – were produced by the author (at the time of recording, a 34 year old

midwestern, mail phonetician). Multiple acoustic measurements (given in Appendix C) were taken

and extensive pilot experimentation was carried out to ensure both that no particular token was

overly acoustically distinct1 and that the stimuli were within the normal range of values for these

consonants. The stimuli for both experiments were recorded during a single session in a quiet room

1 Early pilot work with one token per category made it clear that very small, and otherwise irrelevant, differences

between stimuli could serve as reliable cues to correct responses.
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via an Electrovoice RE50 microphone and a Marantz PMD560 solid-state digital recorder at 44.1

kHz sampling rate with 16-bit depth.

Naturally produced (i.e., not (re)synthesized) tokens are very acoustically distinct, however, and

identification data with very high accuracy is not particularly informative with regard to perceptual

or decisional independence (or interactions). Thus, stimuli were embedded in ‘speech-shaped’ noise

(i.e., white noise filtered such that higher frequencies had relatively lower amplitude than lower

frequencies).

4.1.2. Procedure. Each participant was seated in a double-walled sound attenuating booth

with four ‘cubicle’ partitions. One, two, or three participants could run simultaneously, each in front

of his or her own computer terminal. Stimuli were downsampled and presented at -3 dB signal-to-

noise ratio at approximately 60 dB SPL via Tucker-Davis-Technologies Real-Time processor (TDT

RP2.1; sampling rate 24,414 Hz), programmable attenuator (TDT PA5), headphone buffer (TDT

HB6), and Sennheiser HD250 II Linear headphones. Before the first session (familiarization and

training), participants read a written instruction sheet, were given verbal instructions, and were

prompted for questions about the procedure. Sessions lasted from one to four experimental blocks.

Experimental blocks lasted approximately 25 minutes.

Each experimental block began with brief written instructions reminding participants to respond

as accurately and as quickly as possible and providing explicit guessing advice for trials on which

the participant was uncertain of the stimulus identity.2 After the instructions were cleared from

the screen, four ‘buttons’ corresponding to the buttons on a hand-held button box became visible.

On the on-screen buttons the letters ‘p’, ‘b’, ‘t’, and ‘d’ appeared in black text. Button-response

assignments were randomly assigned for each block with the constraint that the basic dimensional

structure was always maintained (e.g., ‘p’ and ‘t’ always appeared as neighbors on a single dimension,

never on opposite corners).

Each trial consisted of the following steps: (1) A visual signal (the word ‘listen’) presented on the

computer monitor; (2) half a second of silence; (3) stimulus presentation; (4) response; (5) feedback;

and (6) 1 second of silence. Responses were collected via a button box with buttons arranged

2 The data analyzed here are a subset of the total data collected. Each subject completed ten blocks, two in each

of five stimulus presentation base rate conditions. Only the equal base rate condition (i.e., the condition in which

each stimulus was presented equally frequently) will be analyzed and discussed here.
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to correspond to the structure of the stimulus space (i.e., two levels on each of two dimensions).

Feedback was given visually via color-coded (green for correct, red for incorrect) text above and on

the on-screen buttons. Either the word ‘Correct’ or the word ‘Incorrect’ appeared along with brief

descriptions of the presented stimulus and the response chosen. The feedback text disappeared and

the button text color was reset to black before each successive trial.

Each participant received two short (approximately 15 minutes) and two regular length blocks

to familiarize them with the stimuli and ensure that performance was consistently above chance.

The data analyzed here consists of 800 trials completed in two blocks of 400 trials each. Participants

were paid $6/hour with a $4/hour bonus for completion of the experiment. The participant with the

highest accuracy received a $20 bonus, as did the participant with the fastest overall mean response

time.

4.1.3. Subjects. Eight adults (two male, six female) were recruited from the university com-

munity. The average age of participants was 21 (19-23). All were native speakers of English with

4.5 (1.5-7) years of second language study on average. All but one were right handed, and all but

one were from the Midwest (the other was from the West). All participants were screened to ensure

normal hearing.

4.1.4. Analysis. Data analysis was carried out as described above in Section 3 of Chapter 2. To

recap briefly, the data were analyzed via a hierarchical Bayesian multinomial-Dirichlet model, from

which 3000 samples from the posterior distribution of θ (estimated individual subject identification-

confusion probabilities) and α (estimated group-level identification confusion counts) values were

drawn. Overall model fit for each subject was evaluated by comparing observed identification-

confusion proportions to the modeled probabilities (i.e., θ values). Marginal response invariance

and report independence were tested by calculating ∆ and π for each sample from the posterior

distribution of θ and (normalized) α values in order to consider the range of values for these statistics

that could credibly underlie the data.

4.2. Results

4.2.1. Model checking. An important first step in the analysis is model checking. If the model

does not correspond reasonably closely to the observed data, further inferences regarding marginal
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Figure 4.1. Scatter plots showing pairs of modeled identification-confusion proba-

bilities (i.e., θ values; gray clouds) and observed identification-confusion proportions

(circled black crosses) for subject one.

response invariance and report independence would be questionable. Recall that the multinomial-

Dirichlet model described in Chapter 3 has as many degrees of freedom as do the data; there are

θ values and response frequencies for each combination of subject, stimulus, and response. Thus,

the model should fit the data extremely well.3 In fact, this is the case. Figure 4.1 shows modeled

identification-confusion probabilities (θ values) and observed identification-confusion proportions for

subject one. Other subjects’ plots are substantially identical, differing only in minor details. Note

that the observed proportions (indicated by black circled crosses) fall, without exception, well within

the range of modeled probabilities (gray clouds), indicating a very good fit of the model to the data.

3 The group-level α counts constrain the individual-level θ probabilities to some degree, so it is logically possible

for the model to fail to fit the data well.
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The goodness of fit of the model indicates that we can safely draw inferences from analyses of

marginal response invariance and report independence statistics.
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Figure 4.2. Scatter plots showing ∆labial and ∆alveolar (equation 4) for each sub-

ject and for the group as a whole. The gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of sampled

posterior ∆ values (i.e., transformed posterior θ values); observed statistics are in-

dicated by black circled crosses. The x-axes indicate values of ∆labial (i.e., the

probability of responding ‘labial’ when presented with [p] minus the probability of

responding ‘labial’ when presented with [b]); the y-axes indicate values of ∆alveolar

(i.e., the probability of responding ‘alveolar’ when presented with [t] minus the

probability of responding ‘alveolar’ when presented with [d]). The bottom right

panel (labeled α) shows these ∆ statistics at the group level. Solid lines indicate

limits on marginal 99% highest probability density regions; dotted lines indicate the

location of zero.
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4.2.2. Analysis of marginal response invariance. Figure 4.2 shows the results of the analy-

sis of marginal response invariance for the place of articulation dimension (i.e., ∆labial and ∆alveolar).

Note that, though ∆ can lie anywhere on the interval [−1, 1], the ranges on the y- and x-axes are

restricted and similar in magnitude to one another, but the limits on each axis are different. The

analysis indicates that marginal response invariance fails for ‘alveolar’ responses (‘t’ or ‘d’); on the

y-axis, all subjects’ highest probability density regions exclude zero, and no modeled (gray clouds)

or observed (circled crosses) values lie on or near zero. The analysis also indicates that marginal

response invariance holds for all but three subjects for ‘labial’ responses; the upper limits on the

highest probability density regions for subjects 2, 6, and 7 fall just below zero on the x-axis, though

in each case they are very close.

The (posterior) distribution of ∆ values provides information above and beyond the detection

of failure of marginal response invariance. For example, although for two subjects − S1 and S3 −

the distribution of ∆labial (x-axes) has a roughly equal number of negative and positive values, for

three other subjects − S4, S5, and S8 − the distributions have many more positive than negative

values (i.e., the distributions sit largely to the right of the vertical zero line in Figure 4.2). By way

of contrast, the three subjects whose highest probability density regions for ∆labial exclude zero

(S2, S6, and S7) all show the opposite pattern, namely a shift toward negative values of ∆labial.

Similarly, although all subjects’ distributions of ∆alveolar (y-axes) indicate failure of marginal re-

sponse invariance, individual subjects’ distributions show substantial variation in the magnitude of

this failure.

Recall that under the assumptions of the GRT model, perceptual and decisional separability

together imply marginal response invariance. Thus, the fact that marginal response invariance

tends to hold for ‘labial’ response (i.e., [p] or [b]) suggests that decisional separability holds for place

(with respect to voicing) and that perceptual separability holds at the ‘labial’ level on the place

dimension. Given this, the failure of marginal response invariance for ‘alveolar’ responses (i.e., [t] or

[d]) strongly suggests an underlying model in which a perceptual (but not decisional) separability

fails for alveolar stimuli ([t] and [d]) such that [d] is more salient on the place dimension (i.e., more

distinct from [b], its labial counterpart) than is [t] (from [p]).

The bottom right panel shows the posterior distribution of group level ∆labial and ∆alveolar val-

ues. Recall that the prior distribution on α values was defined as a gamma distribution. This means
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that there is no strict upper limit on possible α values; although very large values are improbable (for

the shape and rate parameters used here), a gamma random variable can take any positive value.

There is no further constraint on each set of sampled posterior α values. Thus, in order to calculate a

group level measure of marginal response invariance (and report independence, as presented below),

each set of sampled α values were converted to relative frequencies (i.e., proportions), which were

then transformed into ∆ values according to equation 4.

Not surprisingly, the group level measure of marginal response invariance closely reflects the pat-

tern observed for the individual subjects; marginal response invariance fails for ‘alveolar’ responses

and holds for ‘labial’ responses. The failure with respect to ‘alveolar’ responses is moderate, reflect-

ing the fact that fairly extreme values were only observed for two subjects (S1 and S8). The range

of values with respect to ‘labial’ responses is fairly well balanced around the zero line, reflecting the

fact that both positive and negative values of ∆labial were observed.

Figure 4.3 shows the results of the analysis of marginal response invariance for the voicing

dimension. Note, again, that the ranges spanned on the y- and x-axes are similar in magnitude and

different in specific values (and from the values spanned in Figure 4.2). Only subject 2’s results

indicate a failure of marginal response invariance for ‘voiceless’ responses (‘p’ or ‘t’); all others

subjects’ highest probability density regions include zero on the x-axis. The ∆voiceless distributions

of all subjects save one (S8) have many more negative than positive values, indicating a consistent

tendency toward more ‘voiceless’ responses to [t] than to [p]. On the other hand, the distributions of

∆voiced for five subjects − S3, S4, S5, S6, and S8 − indicate a failure of marginal response invariance

for ‘voiced’ responses (‘b’ or ‘d’), by virtue of zero falling outside of the 99% highest probability

density regions. All subjects’ distributions of ∆voiced are shifted toward negative values, indicating

a tendency toward a higher probability of responding ‘voiced’ when presented with [d] than when

presented with [b].

As with the analysis of the place dimension, the fact that marginal response invariance generally

holds for ‘voiceless’ responses and tends to fail for ‘voiced’ responses suggests that the latter are due

to failures of perceptual (but not decisional) separability at this level of the voicing dimension such

that [d] is more salient (i.e., distinct from [t], its counterpart on the voicing dimension) than is [b]

(from [p]). The group level analysis (bottom left panel) again reflects the individual subject level
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Figure 4.3. Scatter plots showing ∆voiceless and ∆voiced (equation 4) for each

subject and for the group as a whole. The gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of the

sampled posterior ∆ values (i.e., transformed posterior θ values); observed statistics

are indicated by black circled crosses. The x-axes indicate values of ∆voiceless

(i.e., the probability of responding ‘voiceless’ when presented with [p] minus the

probability of responding ‘voiceless’ when presented with [t]); the y-axes indicate

values of ∆voiced (i.e., the probability of responding ‘voiced’ when presented with

[b] minus the probability of responding ‘voiced’ when presented with [d]). The

bottom right panel (labeled α) shows these ∆ statistics at the group level. Solid

lines indicate limits on marginal 99% highest probability density regions; dotted

lines indicate the location of zero.

fairly faithfully in that marginal response invariance holds for ‘voiceless’ responses, with a slight

tendency toward negative values, and fails for ‘voiced’ responses.
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Figure 4.4. Scatter plots showing πp and πb (equation 5) for each subject and for

the group as a whole. The gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of the posterior sampled

values of π for labial stimuli [p] and [b]. The x-axes indicate the value of πp; the

y-axes indicate the value of πb. Black circled crosses indicate observed values of π.

The bottom right panel (labeled α) shows π for the group level. Solid lines indicate

99% marginal highest probability density regions; dotted lines indicate the location

of zero.

There is considerably smaller variance in the posterior distributions of ∆voiced and ∆voiceless

(see Figure 4.3) than in the posterior distributions of ∆labial and ∆alveolar (see Figure 4.2. This is

likely due to higher accuracy on the voicing dimension than on the place dimension.

4.2.3. Analysis of report independence. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the results of the analysis

of report independence. Figure 4.4 shows posterior distributions of πp and πb, and Figure 4.5 shows

posterior distributions of πt and πd. Recall that for any given stimulus, the presence of perceptual
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independence and decisional separability implies report independence. Recall, too, that because π is

a signed statistic, it provides information about the nature of failure of report independence and, by

the logical relationship just mentioned, plausible failures of perceptual independence and decisional

separability.

Recall that the π statistic is defined (in equation 5) to be the probability of a correct response

(i.e., the joint probability of identifying the correct level on each dimension) minus the product of the

marginal probabilities of identifying the correct levels on each dimension. As shown in Figure 3.3,

a positive (observed or modeled) π statistic indicates failure of perceptual independence, decisional

separability, or both, such that (relative to the case with perceptual independence and decisional

separability) more of a given perceptual distribution falls in the correct response region than in the

adjacent partially correct response regions. On the other hand, a negative π statistic indicates the

opposite, namely that perceptual independence, decisional separability, or both, are failing such that

relatively less of a given perceptual distribution falls in the correct response region than does in the

adjacent partially correct response regions. Note that, though π can, in theory, lie anywhere on

the interval [−1, 1], the ranges shown on the y- and x-axes are restricted such that their ranges are

similar in magnitude and the limits on each axis are different from one another in Figures 4.4 and

4.5.

The distributions of πp (x-axes) for all subjects contain roughly equal numbers of positive and

negative values, and all subjects’ highest probability density regions include zero on the x-axis,

indicating that report independence holds for [p]. The distributions of πb (y-axes) indicate that

report independence holds for [b] for all but two subjects − S2 and S5. Only the distribution of S4’s

πb show a tendency toward negative values (i.e., relatively less of the perceptual distribution falling

the in the correct response region than in the partially correct regions); all other subjects show the

opposite tendency. The group level analysis (also) indicates that report independence holds for [p]

and [b], though zero is very close to the lower limit of the highest probability density region for πb

and the distribution has far more positive than negative values; zero is squarely in the middle of the

group level distribution for πp.

Figure 4.5 shows a subset of the posterior samples of πt and πd. The results for πt (x-axis)

indicate that report independence fails for all but one subject; S1’s highest probability density

region for πt excludes zero. All but two subjects’ − S3 and S8 − distributions of πt have far more
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Figure 4.5. Scatter plots showing πt and πd (equation 5) for each subject and for

the group as a whole. The gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of the posterior sampled

values of π for alveolar stimuli [t] and [d]. The x-axes indicate the value of πt; the

y-axes indicate the value of πd. Black circled crosses indicate observed values of π.

The bottom right panel (labeled α) shows π for the group level. Solid lines indicate

99% marginal highest probability density regions; dotted lines indicate the location

of zero.

positive than negative values, suggesting that relatively more of the [t] perceptual distribution lies

in the correct response region than in the neighboring partially correct response regions.

Three subjects’ − S4, S6, and S8 − highest probability density regions for πd exclude zero. All

subjects’ distributions have substantially more positive than negative values, indicating a relatively

greater proportion of the [d] perceptual distribution in the correct response region than the adjoining

partially correct regions. Accuracy was very high for [d] for all subjects, though, indicating that most
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Figure 4.6. Scatter plots showing predicted and observed ∆ and π statistics. The

gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of the predicted values of ∆ and π generated from

the posterior distribution of the group level α ‘counts’. Black circled crosses indicate

observed values of ∆ and π. Solid lines indicate 99% marginal highest probability

density regions; dotted lines indicate the location of zero.

of the [d] perceptual distribution was in the correct response region, which shifts the distribution of

π values in a positive direction.

The group level analysis for πt and πd suggests that report independence holds for [t] but not

for [d], and reflects the general patterns of the individual subject analyses. The modeled values of

both πt and πd at the group level are far more likely to be positive than negative.

4.2.4. Prediction of future data. One important advantage to employing a Bayesian statis-

tical model is the ease with which quantitative predictions can be made regarding future data. In

order to maximize the generality of the predictions, the group level α values were used to generate
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predicted identification-confusion probabilities, which were, in turn, used to generate predicted re-

sponse frequencies. These were then transformed into ∆ and π values, shown (with observed values

for all eight subjects) in Figure 4.6.

Given the observed identification-confusion data, the demographic properties of the subjects,

and the experimental materials and protocol, the Bayesian model predicts that marginal response

invariance will hold for ‘labial’, ‘voiceless’, and ‘voiced’ responses, with roughly equal proportions

of positive and negative values of ∆labial and ∆voiceless and a strong tendency toward negative

values of ∆voiced. Marginal response invariance is predicted to fail for ‘alveolar’ responses. Report

independence should hold for all four consonants, with a narrow range of predicted values on either

side of zero for πp, a wider range of values on either side of zero for πt. Mostly positive πb and πd

values are predicted, and the former is predicted to span a much larger range of values.

4.2.5. Summary of results. Table 4.1 shows a summary of the discrete inferences drawn

from the analyses of marginal response invariance and report independence (i.e., inferences based on

99% highest probability density region limits) as well as the proportion of correct responses for each

subject. Accuracy ranged from 61% to 86%, and bears no obvious relationship to patterns of (failure

of) marginal response invariance or report independence. Taken together, the results indicate, on

the one hand, that marginal response invariance tends to hold for ‘labial’ and ‘voiceless’ responses

and fail for ‘alveolar’ and ‘voiced’ responses, and, on the other, that report independence tends to

hold for all four of the stop consonants − [p], [b], [t], and [d] − probed here. While there were a

small number of exceptions, this pattern holds for nearly all of the experimental subjects. Group

level analyses and prediction of future data are consistent with this pattern as well.

The analyses of marginal response invariance and report independence provide important clues

as to the nature of the assumed underlying model of perception and decision making. The fact that

marginal response invariance tends to hold for ‘labial’ and ‘voiceless’ responses and the fact that

report independence tends to hold for all four stimuli suggests strongly that decisional separability

holds for both decision bounds. Furthermore, when marginal response invariance fails for both ‘labial’

and ‘alveolar’ responses (as it does for S2, S5, ans S7), it does so in the pattern shown in Figure

3.5, which is to say that the relevant ∆ values have the same sign, indicating a change in salience

of place across levels of voicing. This pattern cannot be accounted for by a failure of decisional

separability. If decisional separability holds for both bounds, then the failures of marginal response
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Table 4.1. Summary of the results of analyses of marginal response invariance (∆)

and report independence (π). p(C) = proportion correct responses. lab. = labial

([p] or [b]); alv. = alveolar ([t] or [d]); −voi = voiceless ([p] or [t]); +voi = voiced

([b] or [d]).
√

indicates that marginal response invariance or report independence

holds (i.e., that zero is within the 99% highest probability density region) for a given

subject for that level and dimension (∆) or stimulus (π).

Sub. p(C) ∆lab. ∆alv. ∆−voi ∆+voi πp πb πt πd

1 0.78
√ √ √ √ √ √

2 0.84
√ √ √ √

3 0.74
√ √ √ √ √ √

4 0.61
√ √ √ √ √

5 0.78
√ √ √ √ √

6 0.87
√ √ √ √

7 0.86
√ √ √ √ √ √

8 0.68
√ √ √ √ √

α
√ √ √ √ √

invariance and report independence can be taken to indicate failures of perceptual separability and

perceptual independence, respectively.

Consider, for example, S1, whose results indicate that marginal response invariance holds for

‘labial’, ‘voiceless’, and ‘voiced’ responses and fails for ‘alveolar’ responses and that report inde-

pendence only fails for [t]. In this case, it is reasonable to conclude that decisional separability

holds, that voicing is perceptually separable from place of articulation, that place is not perceptu-

ally separable from voicing, and that perceptual independence fails for [t] and holds for [p], [b], and

[d]. Similar lines of reasoning lead to similar conclusions for the other subjects and the group level

results.

4.3. Discussion

The fact that voicing tends not to be perceptually separable from place is not particularly

surprising, as it is well understood that, for example, the amplitude of the stop release burst tends
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to be greater in alveolars than labials (see, e.g., Stevens, 1998). For a particular signal-to-noise

ratio, then, we should expect the voicing contrast to be more salient in alveolars than labials. Six

subjects − all but S1 and S7 − exhibit failures of marginal response invariance for only one level

on the voicing dimension, in each case due to negative ∆ values (marginal response invariance holds

for both voicing levels for S1 and S7), indicating that the alveolar stops were, in fact, more salient

than the labial stops.

The fact that place is not perceptually separable from voicing is perhaps a bit more surprising,

though a plausible explanation is readily found in the fact that so-called voicing ‘cutback’ in onset

voiceless stops destroys much of place information transmitted via formant transitions (see, e.g.,

Stevens, 1998). Five subjects − S1, S3, S4, S5, and S8 − exhibit a failure of marginal response

invariance for ‘alveolar’ responses while marginal response invariance holds for ‘labial’ responses;

the other three subjects exhibit failure of marginal response invariance at both levels on the place

dimension. Consistent with the ‘cutback’ explanation, in every case, the failures are due to negative

∆ values, suggesting a change in salience such that [d] is more distinct from [b] than [t] is from [p].

The apparent failures of perceptual separability can be interpreted (phonologically) as incom-

plete perceptual generalization of features. On the other hand, the evidence in favor of decisional

separability indicates that, with regard to decision making and response bias, place and voicing do

generalize across one another. The tendency toward presence of perceptual independence suggests

that there is no cross-talk between the (cognitive) channels processing voicing and place (e.g., Ashby,

1989), despite the apparent interaction of (speech shaped) masking noise with voicing and place cues

resulting in failure of perceptual separability. The fact that perceptual independence holds while

perceptual separability fails highlights the importance of this conceptual distinction.
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CHAPTER 5

Place of articulation and voicing in coda position

Experiment two is an investigation of perceptual independence, perceptual separability, and

decisional separability between place of articulation and voicing in coda (i.e., syllable final) stop

consonants [p], [b], [t], and [d]. At an abstract level of analysis, the (phonological) contrasts are the

same regardless of higher level (e.g., syllable) structure. In terms of the phonetic implementation

of these contrasts, though, it is well known that place and voicing contrasts are different in coda

and onset position. Whereas VOT and stop release burst intensity serve as cues for voicing in onset

position, they do not in coda position. On the other hand, vowel and consonant closure duration play

a key role in cuing voicing distinctions in coda stops; voiced stops are preceded by longer vowels and

are themselves shorter in duration than are voiceless stops (Stevens, 1998). Similarly, where formant

transitions following consonant release can cue place distinctions in voiced onset stops, and where

VOT cutback destroys potentially valuable information regarding place in voiceless onset stops, the

formant-based cues to place are present in, and precede, both voiced and voiceless coda stops.

5.1. Methods

5.1.1. Stimuli. As in experiment one, naturally produced nonsense syllables were employed in

experiment two. Four tokens of each stimulus type − [ap], [ab], [at], and [ad] − were produced by

the author. Multiple acoustic measurements (given in Appendix C) were taken and extensive pilot

experimentation was carried out to ensure that, within each category, all tokens were reasonably close

together in acoustic space and within a reasonable range of values for these consonants. The stimuli

were recorded during the same session during which the recordings for experiment one were made.

Speech-shaped noise maskers were produced according to the same method used in experiment one.

5.1.2. Procedure. The procedure for experiment two was the same as that for experiment

one.
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5.1.3. Subjects. Five of the eight subjects who participated in experiment one also partic-

ipated in experiment two (S1, S2, S4, S6, and S7). This was done in order to, in essence, hold

a subset of the listeners’ auditory systems constant so that direct comparisons across experiments

(i.e., across syllable positions) could be made. The average age of participants was 21.5 (19-23). All

were native speakers of English with, on average, 4.3 (3-6.5) years of second language study. All but

one were right handed, and all but one were from the Midwest (the other was from the South). All

participants were screened to ensure normal hearing.

5.1.4. Analysis. Data analysis was carried out as in experiment one (and as described in Sec-

tion 3). Posterior distributions of ∆ and π from a hierarchical multinomial-Dirichlet model were em-

ployed to evaluate marginal response invariance and report independence in identification-confusion

data, and these results were used to infer patterns of perceptual and decisional independence or

interaction.

5.2. Results

5.2.1. Model Checking. As noted above, the hierarchical multinomial-Dirichlet model has θ

values equal in number (and corresponding to) each subject’s identification-confusion frequencies,

and so should fit the data quite well, although the group level in the hierarchical structure of the

model constrains the individual level somewhat, so the fit need not be perfect. Figure 5.1 shows

posterior distributions of θ values for S1. As is clear in the figure, the model fits extremely well

(i.e., modeled identification-confusion probabilities − θ values − correspond closely to observed

identification-confusion proportions. Thus, we may confidently employ the analyses of marginal

response invariance and report independence presented below.

5.2.2. Analysis of marginal response invariance. Figure 5.2 shows the results of the analy-

sis of marginal response invariance for the place of articulation dimension (i.e., ∆labial and ∆alveolar).

For half of the subjects − S1, S3, S4, and S6 − marginal response invariance fails for ‘labial’ re-

sponses (zero is outside the 99% highest probability density region). For three of these subjects −

S1, S3, and S4 − marginal response invariance fails due to higher probability of ‘labial’ responses

when presented with [p] than when presented with [b] (i.e., the posterior distributions of ∆labial are

shifted toward positive values), whereas for S6, the failure is due to the opposite tendency. Only
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Figure 5.1. Scatter plots showing pairs of modeled identification-confusion proba-

bilities (i.e., θ values; gray clouds) and observed identification-confusion proportions

(black crosses) for subject one.

three subjects − S5, S7, and S8 − have posterior distributions of ∆labial that have roughly as many

positive as negative values (i.e., that have zero in a relatively high probability density region).

Only S1 exhibits a failure of marginal response invariance for ‘alveolar’ responses. The posterior

distributions and observed values of ∆alveolar for four subjects − S1, S3, S4, and S8 − show a large

shift toward negative values, indicating higher probability of responding ‘alveolar’ when presented

with [d] than when presented with [t]. Three subjects − S2, S6, and S7 − show the opposite

tendency, and only S5’s posterior distribution has roughly equal proportions of ∆alveolar on either

side of zero. The group level analysis suggests that marginal response invariance holds for both

‘labial’ and ‘alveolar’ responses, though the distribution of ∆labial consists mostly of positive values,
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Figure 5.2. Scatter plots showing ∆labial and ∆alveolar (equation 4) for each sub-

ject and for the group as a whole. The gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of sampled

posterior ∆ values; observed statistics are indicated by black circled crosses. The

x-axes indicate values of ∆labial; the y-axes indicate values of ∆alveolar. The bot-

tom right panel (labeled α) shows these ∆ statistics at the group level. Solid lines

indicate limits on marginal 99% highest probability density regions; dotted lines

indicate the location of zero.

again suggesting a greater tendency toward ‘labial’ responses in response to [p] than in response to

[b].

Because marginal response invariance holds for at least one level on the place dimension (for

all subjects but S1), these results are consistent with an underlying model in which decisional

separability holds for the decision bound delineating ‘labial’ and ‘alveolar’ responses. For S3, S4,

and S6, the failures of marginal response invariance for ‘labial’ responses suggests a change in salience
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across levels of voicing. For S3 and S4, the change is a decreased salience of the place distinction

for voiced (relative to voiceless) stops, as indicated by the positive shift in ∆labial values, whereas

for S6, the change is an increased salience of the place distinction for voiced (relative to voiceless)

stops, as indicated by the negative shift in ∆labial values. For S1, the shift in ∆labial is positive and

the shift in ∆alveolar is negative, a pattern that can be accounted for by either mean-shift integrality

wherein the [b] and [d] perceptual distributions are shifted toward the alveolar end of perceptual

space relative to the [p] and [t] distributions, or by failure of decisional separability wherein the

response regions for [p] and [d] are enlarged relative to [t] and [b], respectively.

Figure 5.3 shows the results of the analysis of marginal response invariance for ‘voiceless’ and

‘voiced’ responses. Only S4 exhibits a failure of marginal response invariance for ‘voiceless’ responses

(i.e., a 99% highest probability density region that excludes zero). The posterior distributions of

∆voiceless for five subjects − S1, S4, S5, S6, and S8 − are shifted, to varying degrees, toward negative

values, indicating a higher probability of a ‘voiceless’ responses when presented with [t] than when

presented with [p]. The other three subjects’ posterior distributions are fairly equally balanced on

either side of zero.

Only two subjects − S1 and S2 − exhibit failure of marginal response invariance for ‘voiced’

responses (i.e., have 99% highest probability density regions that exclude zero), both with a shift

toward negative values, indicating a higher probability of ‘voiced’ responses when presented with [d]

than when presented with [b]. Only one subject’s ∆voiced posterior distribution is shifted toward

positive values (S3), and only two subjects’ posterior distributions have roughly equal proportions of

positive and negative values (S6 and S8). The other five subjects all show substantial shifts toward

negative values of ∆voiced.

There are considerable differences in the variances of the posterior distributions of both ∆voiceless

and ∆voiced across subjects. Three subjects − S3, S6, and S8 − have very low variability in the

posterior distributions for both responses. At the other extreme, three subjects − S2, S4, and S5

− show much larger variability in these posterior distributions. For all subjects, the variances of

the posterior distributions of ∆ on each level of the voicing dimension are considerably smaller than

variances of the posterior distributions of ∆ on each level of the place dimension (the ranges of the

axes in Figure 5.2 are more than twice as large as the ranges of the axes in Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3. Scatter plots showing ∆voiceless and ∆voiced (equation 4) for each

subject and for the group as a whole. The gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of

sampled posterior ∆ values (i.e., transformed posterior θ values); observed statistics

are indicated by black circled crosses. The x-axes indicate values of ∆voiceless

(i.e., the probability of responding ‘voiceless’ when presented with [p] minus the

probability of responding ‘voiceless’ when presented with [t]); the y-axes indicate

values of ∆voiced (i.e., the probability of responding ‘voiced’ when presented with

[b] minus the probability of responding ‘voiced’ when presented with [d]). The

bottom right panel (labeled α) shows these ∆ statistics at the group level. Solid

lines indicate limits on marginal 99% highest probability density regions; dotted

lines indicate the location of zero.

The group level analysis suggests that marginal response invariance holds for both ‘voiceless’ and

‘voiced’ responses, though in each case, zero is very close to the limit of the 99% highest probability
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density regions. There is a substantial shift toward negative values for both ‘voiced’ and ‘voiceless’

responses at the group level.

This pattern of results is consistent, for every subject, with the presence of decisional separability

for the decision bound delineating ‘voiceless’ and ‘voiced’ responses. Given this, it is reasonable to

infer that the three failures of marginal response invariance − for ‘voiceless’ responses for S4, and

for ‘voiced’ responses for S1 and S2 − are due to failures of perceptual separability. For S1 and S2,

this interaction appears to be due to higher salience of [d] than [b] (from [t] and [p], respectively),

whereas for S4, this interaction appears to be due to higher salience of [t] than [p] (from [d] and [b],

respectively). In all three cases, it seems to be the case that the voicing contrast was more salient

for alveolar stops than for labial stops.

5.2.3. Analysis of report independence. Figure 5.4 shows the observed values and posterior

distributions of πp and πb. Report independence holds for [p] for seven subjects and fails for one

(S4). For this subject, given that the results of the analysis of marginal response invariance are

consistent with the presence of decisional separability, the failure of report independence suggests

that perceptual independence has failed in such a way that a larger portion of the [p] perceptual

distribution falls in the correct response region than in the neighboring partially correct response

regions.

Report independence fails for [b] for three subjects (S1, S2, and S4). For S1, the results of the

analysis of marginal response invariance are consistent with a failure of decisional separability such

that place of articulation responses depend on the level of voicing, so this subject’s failure of report

independence may be due to either a failure of perceptual independence or decisional separability

(or both). In either case, S1’s posterior distribution of πb indicates (by its shift to negative values)

that a smaller proportion of the [b] perceptual distribution falls in the correct response region than

in the neighboring partially correct regions (relative to the case with both perceptual independence

and decisional separability). S4’s failure of report independence is also due to negative πb values.

By way of contrast, the posterior distribution of πb for S2 is shifted to positive values, which,

given that marginal response invariance holds at all levels for S2, strongly suggests that perceptual

independence has failed by shifting relatively more of the [b] perceptual distribution to fall in the

correct than in the partially correct response regions.
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Figure 5.4. Scatter plots showing πp and πb (equation 5) for each subject and for

the group as a whole. The gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of the posterior sampled

values of π for labial stimuli [p] and [b]. The x-axes indicate the value of πp; the

y-axes indicate the value of πb. Black circled crosses indicate observed values of π.

The bottom right panel (labeled α) shows π for the group level. Solid lines indicate

99% marginal highest probability density regions; dotted lines indicate the location

of zero.

For three subjects − S2, S4, and S5 − the posterior distributions of πp and πb exhibit consider-

ably larger variance than do those of the other five subjects. The group level analysis shows fairly

low variance for both πp and πb and indicates that report independence holds for both stimuli at

the group level.

Figure 5.5 shows the results of the analysis of report independence for [t] and [d]. Report

independence holds for [t] for all but one subject (S2), who shows a positive shift of πt values.
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Figure 5.5. Scatter plots showing πt and πd (equation 5) for each subject and

for the group as a whole. The gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of the posterior

sampled values of π for labial stimuli [t] and [d]. The x-axes indicate the value of πt;

the y-axes indicate the value of πd. Black circled crosses indicate observed values

of π. The bottom right panel (labeled α) shows π for the group level. Solid lines

indicate 99% marginal highest probability density regions; dotted lines indicate the

location of zero.

Again, marginal response invariance holds for S2, suggesting that decisional separability holds for

each dimension, which in turn suggests that this failure of report independence is due to a failure

of perceptual independence. The positive shift indicates that relatively more of the perceptual

distribution is located in the correct response region than in the neighboring partially correct regions.

Report independence holds for [d] for six subjects and fails for two. For both S4 and S5, the

presence of marginal response invariance suggests that decisional separability holds, suggesting that
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the failures of report independence are due to failures of perceptual independence. In each case,

the observed and modeled values of πd are shifted toward positive values, indicating relatively more

of the perceptual distribution in the correct response region than in the adjacent partially correct

regions.

The group level posterior distributions of πt and πd indicate that report independence holds for

[t] and fails for [d]. In each case, there is a strong positive shift in the distributions of π.
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Figure 5.6. Scatter plots showing predicted and observed ∆ and π statistics. The

gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of the predicted values of ∆ and π generated from

the posterior distribution of the group level α ‘counts’. Black circled crosses indicate

observed values of ∆ and π. Solid lines indicate 99% marginal highest probability

density regions; dotted lines indicate the location of zero.

5.2.4. Prediction of future data. Figure 5.6 shows predicted and observed (for all eight sub-

jects) values of ∆ statistics for each level on each dimension and π statistics for each stimulus. Given
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the observed identification-confusion data, the added uncertainty (due to simulation of data based

on group level modeled α values), the demographic properties of the subjects, and the experimental

materials and protocol, the Bayesian model predicts that marginal response invariance will hold for

both levels on each dimension − ‘labial’, ‘alveolar’, ‘voiced’, and ‘voiceless’ responses − and that

report independence will hold for all four consonants.

The predicted distributions of ∆labial and ∆alveolar are roughly evenly balanced about zero,

whereas the predicted distributions of ∆voiced and ∆voiceless both exhibit shifts toward negative

values. These negative shifts indicate that correct voicing responses are expected to be more likely

in response to alveolar [t] and [d] than to labial [p] and [b].

The predicted distributions of πp and πb are roughly evenly distributed around zero, while the

predicted distributions of πt and πd exhibit substantial positive shifts. These shifts indicate that

relatively more of the [t] and [d] distributions are expected to fall in the correct response regions

than in the neighboring partially correct regions.

Table 5.1. Summary of the results of analyses of marginal response invariance (∆)

and report independence (π). p(C) = proportion correct responses. lab. = labial

([p] or [b]); alv. = alveolar ([t] or [d]); −voi = voiceless ([p] or [t]); +voi = voiced

([b] or [d]).
√

indicates that marginal response invariance or report independence

holds (i.e., that zero is within the 99% highest probability density region) for a given

subject for that level and dimension (∆) or stimulus (π).

Sub. p(C) ∆lab. ∆alv. ∆−voi ∆+voi πp πb πt πd

1 0.65
√ √ √ √

2 0.57
√ √ √ √ √

3 0.71
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

4 0.54
√ √ √

5 0.61
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

6 0.71
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

7 0.58
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

8 0.74
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

α
√ √ √ √ √ √ √
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5.2.5. Summary of results. Table 5.1 presents a summary of the discrete inferences drawn

from the analyses of marginal response invariance and report independence (i.e., inferences based on

99% highest probability density region limits), as well as the proportion of correct responses for each

subject. Accuracy is somewhat lower for coda position than it is for onset position, ranging from

54% to 74% correct. The results of the analyses of marginal response invariance suggest that for all

but one subject − S1 − decisional separability holds. For three subjects − S3, S4, and S6 − observed

failures of marginal response invariance suggest underlying failures of perceptual separability. For

S3 and S4, these failures appear to be due to decreased salience of the place distinction for voiced

[b] relative to voiceless [p] (from [d] and [t], respectively); for S6 the pattern is reversed, such that

voiceless [p] is more salient than is [b] (from [t] and [d], respectively). S1 exhibits a pattern of failures

of marginal response invariance consistent with failure of decisional separability or (mean-shift-type)

failure of perceptual separability (or both). The group level analyses indicate that marginal response

invariance holds for each level on each dimension. Not surprisingly, then, the model predicts the

same.

Given the apparent presence of decisional separability (for all subjects other than S1), the results

of the Bayesian analyses of report independence suggest that the small number of failures of report

independence are due to failures of perceptual independence (i.e., perceptual correlations or cross

talk between place and voicing processing channels). The group level analysis indicates that report

independence holds for all four stimuli.

Thus, aside from S1, the results for syllable coda stop consonants indicate that place of articula-

tion and voicing tend fairly strongly to generalize across one another in both perception and decision

making and that place and voicing channels are independent.

5.3. Discussion

To the extent that the explanations for failures of perceptual separability (inferred via failure

of marginal response invariance) in experiment one are correct, it should not be surprising that

the same consonants in syllable coda position do not show the same kinds or degree of perceptual

interaction. The juncture between consonant and vowel is not delimited by a burst in coda stops

the way it is in onset stops, so differences in burst strength between labials and alveolars cannot

induce a failure of perceptual separability. Similarly, there is not formant cutback in coda stops, so
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there is, in principle, no difference in the amount of place of articulation information encoded in the

formant transitions leading up to coda stop closures. In any case, any discussion of the cause(s) of

the observed patterns is speculative; determining the cause(s) of the observed patterns is beyond

the scope of this work.

Determining that the differences in presence or absence of perceptual interactions between onset

and coda stops is robust, on the other hand, is well within the scope of this work. Recall that five of

the eight subjects from this experiment also participated in experiment one (S1, S2, S4, S6 and S7).

Comparing these subjects’ results across the two experiments strengthens our confidence that any

differences between the two experiments are due to changes in the acoustic-phonetic structure of the

consonants due to changes in syllable position rather than linguistically irrelevant or uninteresting

differences between two unrelated groups of experimental subjects.

Table 5.2 shows a comparison of these five subjects’ marginal response invariance and report

independence results for onset and coda [p], [b], [t], and [d]. Plus signs indicate the same test result

for each experiment; minus signs indicate different test results across experiments. For example, for

S1, marginal response invariance holds for ‘labial’ responses for onset stimuli and fails for coda stim-

uli; fails for ‘alveolar’ responses for both onset and coda stimuli; and holds for ‘voiceless’ responses

for both onset and coda stimuli. Thus, the first three columns for S1 in the table are −, +, and +.

Table 5.2. Summary of the differences between onset and coda stop interactions.

+/− indicate the same or different results of tests of marginal response invariance

(∆) and report independence (π) across experiments, respectively.

Sub. ∆lab. ∆alv. ∆−voi ∆+voi πp πb πt πd

1 − + + − + − − +

2 − − − − + + − +

4 − − − − + − − −

6 + − + − + + + −

7 − − + + + + + +

α + − + − + + + +

Two characteristics of the comparison between onset and coda stimuli are immediately apparent.

First, 14 out of 20 tests of marginal response invariance are different for onset vs. coda stimuli. For
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two subjects − S2 and S4 − none of the marginal response invariance results are the same; for the

other three, half of each subjects’ results differ across syllable positions. Second, 13 of 20 tests of

report independence are the same for onset and coda stimuli. One subject − S4 − exhibits three

(of four possible) differences, and one − S1 − exhibits two differences, but the other three share

most or all of the report independence test results for both syllable positions. The comparison of

group level analyses across syllable positions shows a similar pattern, namely a tendency toward

disagreement with respect to marginal response invariance and toward agreement with respect to

report independence.

It seems to be the case that place and voicing tend strongly to generalize across one another

with regard to decision making for both onset and coda stimuli (i.e., decisional separability seems

to hold for most subjects on both dimensions for both syllable positions). On the other hand,

place and voicing tend to generalize perceptually across one another much more for coda stops than

for onset stops (i.e., perceptual separability seems to hold for coda stops and fail for onset stops).

Finally, there is relatively little interaction between processing channels within stimuli for either

onset or coda stimuli (i.e, perceptual independence tends to hold for all four stimuli for both syllable

positions).
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CHAPTER 6

Manner of articulation and voicing in onset position

Phonological space often makes use of more than two dimensions. For example, while voicing

and place of articulation define a two dimensional subspace of the phonological space of English

(among other languages), a partially overlapping two dimensional space can be defined in terms

of voicing and manner of articulation. It is to this portion of phonological space that we now

turn. More specifically, we will employ the experimental and analytic methods described above to

two investigations of the integration of voicing and manner of articulation in the set of (English)

obstruent consonants [p], [b], [f], and [v] in onset and coda position. Figure 6.1 illustrates the

abstract relationship between the voicing and place of articulation space studied above and the

voicing and manner of articulation space that is the focus of this and the following chapter. In

this chapter, we consider the perceptual and decisional relationships between voicing and manner in

onset position, and in the following chapter we do so in coda position.
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d 

Figure 6.1. Schematic representation of the structure of voicing, place of articu-

lation, and manner of articulation in a subset of (English) phonological space.

As discussed above, the distinction between voiced and voiceless stops is cued by differences

on multiple acoustic-phonetic dimensions, among them differences in VOT, formant cutback, and
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release burst amplitude. The distinction between voiced and voiceless fricatives consists of a different

set of multiple acoustic-phonetic cues. For example, voiceless fricatives tend to be longer in duration,

have less acoustic power at low frequencies (i.e., those excited by regular oscillation of vocal folds),

and have more acoustic power at high frequencies than do their voiced counterparts (e.g., Jongman,

Wayland, & Wong, 2000; Silbert & Jong, 2008).

The distinctions between stops and fricatives are similarly multidimensional. A voiceless (Eng-

lish) stop consists of a release burst followed by low amplitude aspiration noise in the place of formant

transition information (i.e., cutback), whereas a voiceless fricative consists of continuous noise with

largely consistent levels and spectral properties (relative to the variation in an analogous stop), and

no cutback of vowel formants. On the other hand, voiced stops consist of relatively low level release

bursts, some degree of voicing preceding release or only a short VOT after, whereas a voiced fricative

consists of continuous noise, usually with some degree of simultaneous voicing, typically near the

consonant-vowel boundary.

The point here is not to provide even an approximately exhaustive catalog of the acoustic-

phonetic cues relevant to voicing and manner of articulation in labial stops and fricatives. Rather,

it is to provide a brief illustration of the complex mapping between multiple acoustic-phonetic

dimensions and multiple phonological dimensions. It is difficult to state with any certainty what

kinds of patterns of perceptual and decisional independence or interaction to expect, though we

may surmise that differences in voicing and place cues for stops and fricatives will induce perceptual

interactions.

6.1. Methods

6.1.1. Stimuli. Four tokens of each stimulus type – [pa], [ba], [fa], [va] – were produced by

the first author (the [pa] and [ba] tokens were the same tokens employed in experiment one). The

stimuli for both experiments were recorded on the same equipment and during the same session.

6.1.2. Procedure. The procedure was identical to that employed in experiment one, with

appropriate changes made to instructions and button labels.

6.1.3. Subjects. Eight adults (three male, five female) were recruited from the university

community. The average age of participants was 22 (18-27). All were native speakers of English

with, on average, 5.75 (2-7) years of second language study. All but two were right handed, and all
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but two were from the Midwest (the other two were from the East). All participants were screened

to ensure normal hearing.

6.1.4. Analysis. Analyses were carried out in the same manner as those in the previous ex-

periments.

6.2. Results
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Figure 6.2. Scatter plots showing pairs of modeled identification-confusion proba-

bilities (i.e., θ values; gray clouds) and observed identification-confusion proportions

(black crosses) for subject one.

6.2.1. Model checking. Figure 6.2 shows observed identification-confusion proportions and

posterior distributions of θ values for each pair of responses for each stimulus for subject one. The

model fits every subjects data similarly well, so we can safely make use of posterior distributions
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Figure 6.3. Scatter plots showing ∆stop and ∆fricative (equation 4) for each sub-

ject and for the group as a whole. The gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of sampled

posterior ∆ values; observed statistics are indicated by black circled crosses. The

x-axes indicate values of ∆stop; the y-axes indicate values of ∆fricative. The bot-

tom right panel (labeled α) shows these ∆ statistics at the group level. Solid lines

indicate limits on marginal 99% highest probability density regions; dotted lines

indicate the location of zero.

of ∆ and π statistics to draw inferences about patterns of perceptual and decisional interactions or

independence.

6.2.2. Analysis of marginal response invariance. Figure 6.3 shows a subset of the samples

from the posterior distributions of ∆stop (x-axis) and ∆fricative (y-axis). For all subjects, without

exception, the posterior distributions of both statistics are shifted to positive values. With regard

to ∆stop, this indicates that subjects were more likely to respond ‘stop’ (‘p’ or ‘b’) when presented
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with [p] than when presented with [b], and with regard to ∆fricative, this indicates that subjects

were more likely to respond ‘fricative’ (‘f’ or ‘v’) when presented with [f] than when presented with

[v]. The positive shifts in both statistics is consistent with a model in which decisional separability

holds and perceptual separability fails due to a change in salience of manner of articulation across

levels of voicing; the manner distinction between [p] and [f] is more salient than it is between [b]

and [v].
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Figure 6.4. Scatter plots showing ∆voiceless and ∆voiced (equation 4) for each

subject and for the group as a whole. The gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of

sampled posterior ∆ values; observed statistics are indicated by black circled crosses.

The x-axes indicate values of ∆voiceless; the y-axes indicate values of ∆voiced. The

bottom right panel (labeled α) shows these ∆ statistics at the group level. Solid

lines indicate limits on marginal 99% highest probability density regions; dotted

lines indicate the location of zero.
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All eight subjects exhibit similar variances in the posterior distributions of ∆stop and ∆fricative,

though there is some variability in the magnitude of the positive shift of these statistics between

subjects. For example, S2 exhibits a large positive shift for both ∆stop and ∆fricative, while S4 and

S8 have much larger positive shifts for ∆fricative than for ∆stop. The rest of the subjects exhibit

similar, more moderate positive shifts for each statistic. The group level analysis shows the same

pattern, though with fairly little variability on either ∆stop or ∆fricative.

Figure 6.4 displays the posterior distributions of ∆voiceless and ∆voiced. There is again complete

consistency across subjects. Zero is well within the 99% highest probability density region for the

posterior distribution of ∆voiceless, indicating that marginal response invariance holds, for all eight

subjects. For one subject − S1 − the observed value of ∆voiceless is positive, and the posterior

distribution of ∆voiceless is shifted toward positive values. For four subjects − S3, S5, S6, and

S7 − the opposite is true; for each, observed ∆voiceless is negative and the posterior distribution

of ∆voiceless consists of mostly negative values. For the other three subjects, the observed values

of ∆voiceless are very near zero and the posterior distributions have roughly equal proportions of

positive and negative values. The negative shift indicates an increased probability of responding

‘voiceless’ when presented with [f] than when presented with [p]; the positive shift indicates the

opposite. On the other hand, the posterior distributions of ∆voiced are shifted to negative values

for every subject, indicating that subjects were more likely to respond ‘voiced’ (‘b’ or ‘v’) when

presented with [v] than when presented with [b]. Zero is excluded from the 99% highest probability

density region for all eight subjects, strongly suggesting that marginal response invariance fails across

the board.

Taken together, the presence of marginal response invariance for ‘voiceless’ responses suggests

that voicing is decisionally separable from manner, so the failure of marginal response invariance

for ‘voiced’ responses indicates that perceptual separability fails because [v] is perceptually more

‘voiced’ than is [b].

The group level analysis shows the same pattern, indicating that marginal response invariance

holds for ‘voiceless’ responses (with a tendency toward negative values) and fails for ‘voiced’ re-

sponses. In both the individual and group level analyses, the variances of the posterior distributions

are smaller for the voicing dimension than the manner dimension.
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6.2.3. Analysis of report independence. Figure 6.5 shows the posterior distributions of πp

(x-axes) and πb (y-axes). For all subjects other than S7, zero is within the highest probability density

region for πp. In every case, the posterior distributions consist almost entirely of positive values,

indicating that relatively more of the perceptual distribution for [p] falls in the correct response

region than in the neighboring partially correct regions. This positive shift may be due to the high

accuracy rates in this experiment (see Table 6.1, below), or it may be due to ‘near-miss’ failures of

perceptual independence in subjects’ [p] perceptual distributions.

For all but two subjects − S7 and S8 − zero is within the highest probability density region for

πb. For all subjects other than S1 (and perhaps S3), the bulk of the posterior distributions consist

of positive values, again indicating relatively more of the [b] perceptual distributions falling in the

correct than in the partially correct response regions.

In the group level analysis, zero falls just outside the 99% probability density region for πp, and

just inside the analogous region for πb. In both cases, as with the individual subject analyses, the

bulk of the posterior samples are positive.

Figure 6.6 shows the posterior distributions of πf (x-axes) and πv (y-axes). Zero falls outside

the highest probability density region of πf , indicating that report independence fails for [f], for

all subjects other than S2. For all eight subjects, the posterior distributions are shifted toward

positive values. Given that the analyses of marginal response invariance strongly suggest that

decisional separability holds for both dimensions, the failures of report independence here suggests

that perceptual independence fails for the [f] perceptual distribution such that, relative to a case

in which perceptual independence holds, more of the [f] perceptual distribution falls in the correct

than in the adjacent partially correct response regions.

On the other hand, report independence holds, suggesting that perceptual independence holds,

for all subjects (other than S1) for [b]. For two of the subjects − S2 and S4 − the posterior

distributions of πb have roughly equal proportions of positive and negative values, whereas for the

other six subjects, the posterior distributions are shifted toward positive values.

The group level analysis is consistent with the individual subject level analyses. Report inde-

pendence fails for [f] and holds for [v], and both πf and πv are shifted towards positive values.

6.2.4. Prediction of future data. Figure 6.7 shows the predicted and observed values of ∆

for each level of each dimension and π statistics for each stimulus for this experiment. The predicted
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Figure 6.5. Scatter plots showing πp and πb (equation 5) for each subject and

for the group as a whole. The gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of the posterior

sampled values of π for stop stimuli [p] and [b]. The x-axes indicate the value of πp;

the y-axes indicate the value of πb. Black circled crosses indicate observed values

of π. The bottom right panel (labeled α) shows π for the group level. Solid lines

indicate 99% marginal highest probability density regions; dotted lines indicate the

location of zero.

distributions of ∆ statistics indicate that we should expect marginal response invariance to fail at

both levels of manner of articulation due to higher accuracy (presumably due to greater salience)

for [p] and [f] relative to [b] and [v]. Marginal response invariance is predicted to hold at both

levels of voicing, the the predicted distribution of ∆voiced consists almost entirely of negative values,

indicating a greater predicted probability of responding ‘voiced’ when presented with [v] than when
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The bottom right panel (labeled α) shows π for the group level. Solid lines indicate

99% marginal highest probability density regions; dotted lines indicate the location

of zero.

presented with [b]. The spread of observed and predicted values of ∆stop and ∆fricative are much

greater than are the observed and predicted values of ∆voiceless and ∆voiced.

The predicted distributions of π indicate that we should expect report independence to fail for

[f] and hold for [p], [b], and [v], with largely positive values of π for [f] and [p] and a somewhat more

balanced distributions of positive and negative values of π for [v] and [b].
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density regions; dotted lines indicate the location of zero.

6.2.5. Summary of results. Table 6.1 provides a summary of the discrete inferences drawn

from the analyses presented above (i.e., inferences based on 99% highest probability density region

limits) and accuracy rates for manner and voicing in onset position. Accuracy is very high here,

ranging from 70% to 88% correct. All eight subjects and the group level analysis exhibit complete

consistency with respect to marginal response invariance. Marginal response invariance holds for

‘voiceless’ responses and fails for ‘voiced’, ‘stop’, ‘fricative’ responses. In every case, the posterior

distributions of ∆stop and ∆fricative consisted entirely of positive values, suggesting that manner is

decisionally separable from voicing and indicating that perceptual separability fails due to greater
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salience of [p] and [f] relative to [b] and [v]. The presence of marginal response invariance for

‘voiceless’ responses suggests that voicing is also decisionally separable from manner, and the mostly

negative values in the posterior distributions of ∆voiced indicate that [v] is more distinct from [f]

than [b] is from [p].

There is only slightly less consistency across subjects in the analyses of report independence.

For most subjects, report independence fails for [f] but holds for [p], [b], and [v]. Because the

results of the analyses of marginal response invariance suggest that decisional separability holds

across the board, the failures of report independence for [f] are likely due to failures of perceptual

independence. In each case, the posterior distributions of πf are shifted toward positive values,

suggesting that relatively more of the [f] perceptual distributions fall in the correct response regions

than in the neighboring partially correct regions. The group level analysis of report independence

is consistent with the individual subject analyses for [b], [f], and [v], but exhibits a failure of report

independence for [p]. Recall that, although zero was within the 99% highest probability density

region of πp for seven of eight subjects, the posterior distribution was shifted heavily toward positive

values for every subject, suggesting that the evidence for report independence − and, thereby,

perceptual independence − for [p] is somewhat tenuous.

6.3. Discussion

As with place of articulation and voicing, it seems that decisional separability holds mutually

between manner of articulation and voicing in onset position. To the extent that GRT accurately

captures the distinction between perception and decision making, it seems that (at least some)

phonological features generalize across each other at post-perceptual levels of processing. In terms

of perception, however, the implementation of phonological structure is not so straightforward.

The fact that manner of articulation is not perceptually separable from voicing is not especially

surprising, at least in retrospect. What we might call purely consonantal acoustic-phonetic cues

to the manner contrast (e.g., stop release burst and noise amplitude, noise duration) are ‘more

distinct’ in the voiceless pair [p] and [f] than they are in the voiced pair [b] and [v]. Voiceless

[p] has a relatively long VOT filled with aspiration noise, whereas voiced [b] has a short or even

negative VOT (i.e., pre-voicing) and a relatively quiet release burst. Voiceless [f] has longer and
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Table 6.1. Summary of the results of analyses of marginal response invariance (∆)

and report independence (π). p(C) = proportion correct responses. stop = [p] or

[b]; fric. = fricative ([f] or [v]); −voi = voiceless ([p] or [f]); +voi = voiced ([b] or

[v]).
√

indicates that marginal response invariance or report independence holds

(i.e., that zero is within the 99% highest probability density region) for a given

subject for that level and dimension (∆) or stimulus (π).

Sub. p(C) ∆stop ∆fric. ∆−voi ∆+voi πp πb πf πv

1 0.87
√ √ √

2 0.78
√ √ √ √ √

3 0.88
√ √ √ √

4 0.85
√ √ √ √

5 0.80
√ √ √ √

6 0.70
√ √ √ √

7 0.80
√ √

8 0.81
√ √ √

α
√ √ √

louder frication noise than does [v]; vocal fold oscillation during frication reduces the amplitude and

duration of the fricative noise (Stevens, Blumstein, Glicksman, Burton, & Kurowski, 1992).

The failure of voicing to be perceptually separable from manner, and the particular way in

which this failure is manifested, is perhaps a bit more surprising. The presence of marginal response

invariance for ‘voiceless’ responses is consistent with perceptual separability at this level, indicating

that [p] and [f] percepts are equally, or at least very similarly, voiceless. The failure of marginal

response invariance for ‘voiced’ responses indicates that [v] is perceptually ‘more voiced’ than [b].

The results of the analyses of report independence are not as transparently mapped onto to

phonological structure. The apparent failure of perceptual independence for [f] stimuli and the con-

sistent pattern of near-failures for [p] can be interpreted as processing dependencies between the

voicing and manner channels when the stimuli are voiceless. On the other hand, the tendency for

report independence to hold for both [b] and [v] suggests independence (or lower magnitude depen-

dencies) between these channels when the stimuli are voiced. Failure of perceptual independence
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has been discussed as ‘the strongest form of holism’ (Wenger & Ingvalson, 2003). Phonologically, we

might tentatively think of a failure of perceptual independence as a fusing of features at particular

levels, creating something akin to a perceptual segment.
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CHAPTER 7

Manner of articulation and voicing in coda position

Experiment four is an investigation of perceptual independence, perceptual separability, and

decisional separability between manner of articulation and voicing in consonants in coda position.

As in experiments one and two with regard to place and voicing, at an abstract level of analysis,

the (phonological) structure of manner and voicing are, in some sense, independent of syllable

structure. Stops are stops and fricatives are fricatives regardless of whether they precede or follow

vowels (or other consonants); the same can be said of voiced and voiceless segments. Of course, the

implementation of the phonological structure is likely to depend substantially on the phonological

and phonetic context in which a consonant appears.

As noted above, the acoustic-phonetic structure of voicing (contrasts) exhibits fairly dramatic

differences in onset and coda stops. VOT, release bursts, and (lack of) aspiration are among the

relevant cues in onset stops, whereas vowel and consonant closure duration likely do the lion’s share

of work in coda position. It seems reasonable to posit that the cues to voicing contrasts in fricatives

will not change as much with syllable position. Whereas differences in VOT and associated aspiration

noise differentially impinge on vowel information in onset [p] and [b], the cues to voicing in [f] and [v]

are more localized in the consonants themselves. Essentially the same cues (e.g., presence/absence

of voicing, noise level and duration) may plausibly occur in [f] and [v] in coda position, whereas, as

noted, the voicing cues in coda stops differ substantially. On the other hand, manner distinctions

in coda position are likely largely cued by differences in the presence and amplitude of noise. The

acoustic properties of fricatives are very similar in onset and coda position, whereas they differ

considerably in stops.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to predict a priori how differences in the acoustic-phonetic

structure will (or will not) induce changes in the pattern of perceptual and decisional interactions

observed. Nonetheless, it is worth discussing these differences, if only in brief, in order to guide our

thinking about possible causes for any such observed changes. We may hypothesize that, based on
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the different pattern of results in experiments one and two, that coda position tends to induce better

feature-based generalization (i.e., more instances of marginal response invariance holding). If so, we

should expect a similar change here.

7.1. Methods

7.1.1. Stimuli. Four tokens of each stimulus type – [ap], [ab], [af], [av] – were produced by the

first author (the [ap] and [ab] tokens were the same tokens employed in experiment two). As noted

above, the stimuli for each experiment were recorded on the same equipment and during the same

session.

7.1.2. Procedure. The procedure was identical to that employed in experiment one, with

appropriate changes made to instructions and button labels.

7.1.3. Subjects. Eight adults (three male, five female) were recruited from the university

community. The average age of participants was 21.8 (18-27). All were native speakers of English

with, on average, 4.75 (2-9) years of second language study. All but two were right handed, and all

but one were from the midwest (the other was from the east coast). All participants were screened

to ensure normal hearing. Six of the subjects that participated in this experiment also participated

in the previous experiment (i.e., manner and voicing in onset position).

7.1.4. Analysis. Analyses were carried out in the same manner as those in the previous ex-

periments.

7.2. Results

7.2.1. Model checking. Figure 7.1 shows the observed and modeled identification-confusion

probabilities from Subject 1 of the present experiment. As in the previous experiments, the model

provides a statistically sound characterization of the data. Thus, we may proceed to draw infer-

ences regarding perceptual and decisional interactions based on the analysis of marginal response

invariance and report independence with a reasonably high degree of confidence.

7.2.2. Analysis of marginal response invariance. Figure 7.2 shows the observed values

and posterior distributions of ∆stop (x-axes) and ∆fricative (y-axes). As in onset position, for

every subject, the observed values and posterior distributions are positive, in many cases with fairly
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Figure 7.1. Scatter plots showing pairs of modeled identification-confusion proba-

bilities (i.e., θ values; gray clouds) and observed identification-confusion proportions

(black crosses) for subject one.

large values. Again, this indicates that subjects were more likely to respond ‘stop’ (‘p’ or ‘b’) when

presented with [p] than when presented with [b], and that they were more likely to respond ‘fricative’

(‘f’ or ‘v’) when presented with [f] than when presented with [v]. The positive shift in ∆ values for

both levels of the manner dimension cannot be accounted for by a failure of decisional separability.

Rather, this pattern of results is consistent with the presence of decisional separability and the failure

of perceptual separability such that the manner distinction is more salient for voiceless [p] and [f]

than it is for voiced [b] and [v]. The group level analysis reflects the individual level faithfully.

All eight subjects exhibit similar, and relatively small, levels of variability in their posterior ∆

distributions. However, there are relatively large differences in the relative positive shift of ∆stop and

∆fricative between subjects. Three subjects − S1, S2, and S3 − exhibit similar degrees of positive
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Figure 7.2. Scatter plots showing ∆stop and ∆fricative (equation 4) for each sub-

ject and for the group as a whole. The gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of sampled

posterior ∆ values; observed statistics are indicated by black circled crosses. The

x-axes indicate values of ∆stop; the y-axes indicate values of ∆fricative. The bot-

tom right panel (labeled α) shows these ∆ statistics at the group level. Solid lines

indicate limits on marginal 99% highest probability density regions; dotted lines

indicate the location of zero.

shift for both, four subjects − S2, S4, S5, and S8 − exhibit a larger shift for ∆fricative than for

∆stop, while the remaining subject − S7 − exhibits the opposite pattern. The group level analysis

shows fairly similar shifts for each level on the manner dimension.

S7’s observed ∆fricative value is outside the corresponding 99% highest probability density

region. This is due to the hierarchical structure of the model. S7’s data differ from the other

seven subjects (again, by exhibiting a larger shift for ∆stop than for ∆fricative), but the group level
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Figure 7.3. Scatter plots showing ∆voiceless and ∆voiced (equation 4) for each

subject and for the group as a whole. The gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of

sampled posterior ∆ values; observed statistics are indicated by black circled crosses.

The x-axes indicate values of ∆voiceless; the y-axes indicate values of ∆voiced. The

bottom right panel (labeled α) shows these ∆ statistics at the group level. Solid

lines indicate limits on marginal 99% highest probability density regions; dotted

lines indicate the location of zero.

structure in the model constrains the posterior distributions of ∆ at the individual level, in this case

by ‘pulling’ S7’s posterior ∆fricative distribution toward more extreme positive values than it might

otherwise consist of.

Figure 7.3 shows the observed values and posterior distributions of ∆voiceless (x-axes) and

∆voiced (y-axes). For all but S1, the highest probability density regions include zero for both sta-

tistics, indicating that marginal response invariance holds at both levels on the voicing dimension.
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In most cases, the observed values for both statistics are very near zero, the distributions consist

of roughly equal proportions of positive and negative values for ∆voiced, and there is a consistent,

though small, shift toward negative modeled ∆voiceless values. For S1, both statistics (observed and

modeled) are shifted substantially toward negative values. Thus, for all eight subjects, it is reason-

able to posit that decisional separability holds, and for all but S1, that perceptual separability holds

at both levels on the voicing dimension. S1’s results indicate that the voicing distinction between

[f] and [v] is more perceptually salient than that between [p] and [b].

The group level analysis indicates that marginal response invariance holds for both levels, though

the posterior distributions for both statistics are shifted heavily toward negative values, perhaps in

part because of S1’s relatively extreme values.

As above, the variances in the posterior distributions of ∆voiced and ∆voiceless are much smaller

than the variances in the posterior distributions of ∆stop or ∆fricative.

7.2.3. Analysis of report independence. Figure 7.4 shows observed values and posterior

distributions of πp (x-axes) and πb (y-axes). For all eight subjects, the 99% highest probability

density regions for both statistics include zero. For πp, though, the posterior distributions all consist

almost entirely of positive values. On the other hand, the observed and modeled values of πb are a

bit more balanced on each side of zero, though there is some variability between subjects with regard

to the occasional imbalance (e.g., S1’s shift toward negative values as compared to the positive shift

of S5 and S6).

The group level analysis also suggests that report independence holds for [b], though it diverges

from the individual level analyses by indicating that report independence fails for [p]. As in the

individual level analyses, the vast majority of group level πp values are positive.

Figure 7.5 shows the observed values and posterior distributions of πf (x-axes) and πv (y-axes).

The pattern here resembles the pattern observed with [p] and [b] in that, for all subjects, the

posterior distributions of πf (the voiceless member of this pair of consonants) consist almost entirely

of positive values, whereas the posterior distributions of πv (the voiced member of the pair) are

more balanced on either side of zero. There appears to be a more consistent, though still small, shift

toward positive values for πv (compared to the distributions of πb), and no subject has a posterior

distribution shifted substantially toward negative values. For all but two subjects − S1 and S2 − the
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Figure 7.4. Scatter plots showing πp and πb (equation 5) for each subject and

for the group as a whole. The gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of the posterior

sampled values of π for stop stimuli [p] and [b]. The x-axes indicate the value of πp;

the y-axes indicate the value of πb. Black circled crosses indicate observed values

of π. The bottom right panel (labeled α) shows π for the group level. Solid lines

indicate 99% marginal highest probability density regions; dotted lines indicate the

location of zero.

highest probability density regions for πf include zero, suggesting that report independence tends

to hold for [f]. For all subjects, report independence clearly holds for [v].

The group level analysis indicates that report independence holds for [v] and fails for [f]. As

was the case with [p] and [b] above, although the discrete inferences drawn from highest probability

density regions differ in the individual and group level analyses, the posterior distributions of πf are

quite similar at each level of analysis.
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The bottom right panel (labeled α) shows π for the group level. Solid lines indicate

99% marginal highest probability density regions; dotted lines indicate the location

of zero.

7.2.4. Prediction of future data. Figure 7.6 shows predicted ∆ and π values. Given the

data observed, the model predicts that ∆stop and ∆fricative will be positive and of relatively large

magnitude, indicating that marginal response invariance will fail. On the other hand, ∆voiceless and

∆voiced are predicted to be near zero, the the latter is predicted to skew mildly towards negative

values. The range of predicted values is much smaller for ∆voiceless than for ∆voiced, and smaller in

general for the voicing dimension than for the manner dimension.
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Figure 7.6. Scatter plots showing predicted and observed ∆ and π statistics. The

gray clouds show a subset (1/10) of the predicted values of ∆ and π generated from

the posterior distribution of the group level α ‘counts’. Black circled crosses indicate

observed values of ∆ and π. Solid lines indicate 99% marginal highest probability

density regions; dotted lines indicate the location of zero.

Report independence is predicted to hold for all four consonants, with primarily positive values

and small ranges of values for πf and πp and roughly equal proportions of positive and negative

values and larger ranges of values for πv and πb.

7.2.5. Summary of results. Table 7.1 provides a summary of the analyses of marginal re-

sponse invariance and report independence for manner of articulation and voicing in coda position.

Overall accuracy was very high in this experiment, ranging from 70% to 88% correct responses.

All eight subjects exhibit failure of marginal response invariance for both ‘stop’ and ‘fricative’

responses. In each case, the failure is due to increased accuracy of manner identification for voiceless
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[p] and [f] relative to voiced [b] and [v]. This strongly suggests an underlying failure of perceptual

separability due to changes in the perceptual salience of manner across levels of voicing. Failure of

decisional separability cannot account for the observed patterns.

On the other hand, marginal response invariance holds for all but one subject for ‘voiceless’

and ‘voiced’ responses, suggesting that voicing is both perceptually and decisionally separable from

manner. For the one subject for whom marginal response invariance fails on the voicing dimension

(S1), the pattern of results is consistent with the presence of decisional separability and failure of

perceptual separability due to a change in salience of the voicing distinction across levels of manner.

The group level analyses exhibit the same pattern of results as the individual level analyses.

Report independence holds in all but a small number of cases, consistent with both decisional

separability and perceptual independence holding for manner and voicing in coda position. Be-

cause the analyses of marginal response invariance suggest that decisional separability holds for

both dimensions, the small number of failures of report independence suggest occasional failures of

perceptual independence.

7.3. Discussion

The patterns of interaction between manner of articulation and voicing vary consistently across

onset and coda position. In both prosodic contexts, marginal response invariance fails for both ‘stop’

and ‘fricative’ responses. These failures always take the same form, namely large positive observed

and modeled values of ∆stop and ∆fricative. This pattern is consistent with an underlying model in

which decisional separability holds and perceptual separability fails due to a change in salience of

manner across levels of voicing.

Similarly, marginal response invariance holds for ‘voiceless’ responses in both onset and coda

position, suggesting that voicing is decisionally separable from manner. On the other hand, whereas

marginal response invariance tends to fail for ‘voiced’ responses in onset position, it tends to hold

in coda position.

Report independence exhibits a similar pattern of differences across prosodic positions. For [p],

[b], and [v], report independence holds for most (or all) subjects in both onset and coda position,

and the posterior distributions of πp are consistently shifted toward positive values for all subjects
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Table 7.1. Summary of the results of analyses of marginal response invariance (∆)

and report independence (π). p(C) = proportion correct responses. stop = [p] or

[b]; fric. = fricative ([f] or [v]); −voi = voiceless ([p] or [f]); +voi = voiced ([b] or

[v]).
√

indicates that marginal response invariance or report independence holds

(i.e., that zero is within the 99% highest probability density region) for a given

subject for that level and dimension (∆) or stimulus (π).

Sub. p(C) ∆stop ∆fric. ∆−voi ∆+voi πp πb πf πv

1 0.87
√ √

2 0.88
√ √ √ √ √

3 0.78
√ √ √ √ √ √

4 0.85
√ √ √ √ √ √

5 0.80
√ √ √ √ √ √

6 0.70
√ √ √ √ √ √

7 0.80
√ √ √ √ √ √

8 0.81
√ √ √ √ √ √

α
√ √ √ √

in both syllable positions. On the other hand, report independence tends to fail for [f] in onset

position and tends to hold for [f] in coda position.

As in the two experiments addressing place and voicing reported above, multiple subjects par-

ticipated in both the onset and coda experiments probing manner and voicing. Table 7.2 shows a

comparison of these subjects’ results.

With regard to decision making, voicing and manner seem to generalize across one another,

whereas with regard to perception, voicing seems to generalize (at least partially) across manner,

but manner does not generalize across voicing. The degree of this generalization depends on syllable

position such that it is only partial in onset position (i.e., at the voiceless level) while it occurs for

both levels of voicing in coda position. By way of contrast, manner fails to generalize across voicing

in either onset or coda position. In both syllable positions, manner is more perceptually salient for

the voiceless pair [p] and [f] than it is for the voiced pair [b] and [v].
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Table 7.2. Summary of the differences between onset and coda stop interactions.

+/− indicate the same or different results of tests of marginal response invariance

(∆) and report independence (π) across experiments, respectively.

Sub. ∆stop ∆fric. ∆−voi ∆+voi πp πb πf πv

1 + + − + + + + +

2 + + + − + + + +

3 + + + − + + − +

4 + + + − + + − +

5 + + + − + + − +

8 + + + − + − − +

α + + + − + + − +

Patterns of perceptual dependence between processing channels may vary across syllable position

as well, at least in the voiceless fricative [f]. Report independence consistently fails for [f] in onset

position, suggesting failure of perceptual independence, whereas it tends to hold for [f] in coda

position. For the other three consonants − [p], [b], and [v] − report independence holds in both

syllable positions.

The differences in patterns across prosodic positions lend weak support to the hypothesis that

coda position induces, or allows for, greater perceptual feature generalization than does onset po-

sition. However, to the extent that this effect is present, it seems to be fairly weak. While the

differences in marginal response invariance for place and voicing involved a level on each dimension

(‘alveolar’ and ‘voiced’), the failures of marginal response invariance on the manner dimension were

consistent across syllable positions; the increase in presence of marginal response invariance with

respect to manner and voicing is restricted to the voiced level only.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusion

Speech has multidimensional structure on at least two linguistically relevant levels− the acoustic-

phonetic, and the phonological. Although each has been the focus of a number of studies of speech

perception, a variety of theoretical and methodological limitations have left important questions

unasked or unanswered. Among these limitations are conflation of logically distinct levels of pro-

cessing and strong a priori assumptions about the relevant acoustic-phonetic cues to various phono-

logical contrasts. The present work has sought to address these two limitations in an investigation

of the integration of phonological information in speech perception.

Consider, again, the perception of an utterance containing the voiceless, bilabial stop [p]. As

implied by this description, information from (at least) three linguistically relevant dimensions must

be integrated − voicing, place of articulation, and manner of articulation. Depending on a large

number of external and internal factors (e.g., crowd noise and speaking rate, respectively), a given

token of [p] will be more or less ambiguous. It will be perceived to a greater or lesser degree as

[b]-like, [t]-like, and [f]-like, which is to say that it will be perceived to a greater or lesser degree as

voiced instead of voiceless, alveolar instead of labial, and fricative-like instead of stop-like.

The present work employed General Recognition Theory and a Bayesian non-parametric statis-

tical model in order to characterize and investigate the integration of information from, on the one

hand, voicing and place of articulation, and on the other, voicing and manner of articulation. Each

of these phonological subspaces was analyzed in both syllable onset and syllable coda positions.

8.1. General Recognition Theory and a multinomial-Dirichlet statistical model

8.1.1. General Recognition Theory. GRT characterizes information integration in terms

of independence (or lack thereof) between processing dimensions and provides definitions for three

logically distinct forms of independence. A multidimensional generalization of Signal Detection

Theory, GRT relies on two assumptions: randomly distributed perceptual effects and deterministic

decisions concerning these perceptual effects. The simplest experimental protocol that will allow
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for all three forms of independence to be investigated simultaneously consists of identification of

four stimuli defined as the factorial combination of two levels on each of two dimensions (e.g., labial

and alveolar levels on the place of articulation dimension and voiced and voiceless on the voicing

dimension, as in experiments one [Chapter 4] and two [Chapter 5] above).

Perceptual independence is defined at the level of the individual perceptual distribution. If sto-

chastic independence holds within a given perceptual distribution, perceptual independence holds

for the corresponding stimulus. Perceptual separability is defined across perceptual distributions.

If the perceptual effects on one dimension (e.g., place of articulation) are identical across the other

dimension (e.g., voicing), the place of articulation is perceptually separable from voicing. Finally, de-

cisional separability holds if decisions about one dimension do not depend on decisions or perception

on the other dimension.

Of course, the perceptual distributions and decision bounds of GRT are unobersvable. Ashby

and Townsend (1986) showed that if certain combinations of forms of independence hold, then

certain empirical measures of interaction will hold. On the one hand, if perceptual separability and

decisional separability hold, this implies that marginal response invariance will hold (see equations 1

and 2). On the other hand, if perceptual independence and decisional separability hold, this implies

that report independence will hold (see equation 3).

8.1.2. A non-parametric statistical model. In order to quantify the uncertainty of our

observations, a hierarchical Bayesian non-parametric model was developed. The model relies on two

very general assumptions, namely that, for each stimulus, identification-confusion frequencies are

distributed as multinomial random variables at the individual subject level, and that, at the group

level, the probabilities underlying the multinomial random variables are distributed as Dirichlet

random variables.

The BRugs software package was used to sample from the joint posterior distribution of the mod-

eled (individual level) identification-confusion probabilities and (group level) identification-confusion

counts. The resulting posterior distributions were then transformed to obtain distributions of sta-

tistics measuring marginal response invariance (∆, defined in equation 4, section 3.1, and repeated

below) and report independence (π, defined in equation 5, section 3.1, and repeated below). The

observed values and modeled distributions of ∆ and π enable inferences regarding both whether

marginal response invariance and report independence hold and, if they do not hold, how and to
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what degree they fail. The posterior distributions from the Bayesian model also enable quantitative

predictions regarding future data.

∆ = p(ai|Ai, B1)− p(ai|Ai, B2)

e.g., = p(‘labial’|[p])− p(‘labial’|[b])

π = p(ai, bj |Ai, Bj)−
[
p(ai|Ai, Bj)× p(bj |Ai, Bj)

]
e.g., = p(‘labial, voiceless’|[p])−

[
p(‘labial’|[p])× p(‘voiceless’|[p])

]
Thus, the non-parametric Bayesian multinomial-Dirichlet model relies on very general assump-

tions about the nature of the data, explicitly models group-level patterns, and provides valuable

gradient information about the measures of interaction ∆ and π. By way of contrast, frequentist

methods for testing marginal response invariance (e.g., z-tests) and report independence (e.g., χ2

tests of independence) rely on strong assumptions about the statistics of interest (rather than the

raw data), do not (currently) model group level structure, and, at least with regard to χ2 tests of

report independence, provide substantially less information about how and to what degree report

independence fails.

8.2. Recapitulation of experimental results

8.2.1. Experiment One. These methods were first applied to an investigation of the rela-

tionships between place of articulation and voicing in syllable onset stop consonants. The stimuli

consisted of four tokens of each of the nonsense syllables [pa], [ba], [ta], and [da], which represent

a factorial combination of the labial ([p] and [b]) and alveolar ([t] and [d]) levels on the place of

articulation dimension and the voiceless ([p] and [t]) and voiced ([b] and [d]) levels on the voicing

dimension. This set of consonants has been probed before (e.g., Oden & Massaro, 1978; Eimas et

al., 1978), though these earlier studies have serious limitations. The methods employed here were

developed, in part, to address these limitations.

The results indicate that, both at individual subject and group levels, marginal response in-

variance tends to hold for ‘labial’ and ‘voiceless’ responses, tends to fail for ‘voiced’ responses, and

fails across the board for ‘alveolar’ responses. Taken together, the patterns observed are consistent

with an underlying model in which decisional separability holds for both dimensions, and in which

perceptual separability fails due to a greater perceptual salience of [d] on each dimension (i.e., [d] is
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more salient from [b], relative to the salience of [t] from [p], and is more salient from [t], relative to

the salience of [b] from [p]). The results also indicate that report independence tends to hold for all

four consonants.

The failures of perceptual separability indicate that the features place of articulation and voic-

ing do not generalize across one another perceptually. On the other hand, the apparent presence

of decisional separability suggests that at the post-perceptual, decisional level, these features do

generalize across one another. Given that the analyses of marginal response invariance suggest that

decisional separability holds, the fact that report independence tends to hold suggests that percep-

tual independence tends to hold, and that failures of perceptual independence have caused the small

number of failures of report independence. Thus, at the level of the perceptual distribution, place

and voicing seem to be independent.

These results might help explain apparently contradictory results reported in earlier work.

Oden and Massaro (1978) argue that their results support independence between place and voic-

ing, whereas Eimas et al. (1978) argue that these dimensions interact. To the extent that the

independence claimed by Oden and Massaro (1978) corresponds to the GRT notion of perceptual

independence, and to the extent that the interactions claimed by Eimas et al. (1978) are due to

failures of perceptual separability, the present work provides a reasonable explanation for both.

8.2.2. Experiment Two. The same methods were next applied to an investigation of the

relationships between place and voicing in syllable coda position. In a simple, if naive, phonological

framework we might hypothesize that the relationships between two (or more) features are the same

regardless of where they are implemented within a larger structure, such as a syllable (or word,

phrase, sentence, etc...). Basic phonetic knowledge tells us that, in speech production, the acoustic-

phonetic cues to place and voicing are very different in syllable onset and syllable coda positions.

However, the mere fact that acoustic-phonetic cues differ across syllable position does not guarantee

that patterns of separability and independence will, too.

The results indicate that marginal response invariance may hold or fail for ‘labial’ responses,

and tends to hold for ‘alveolar’, ‘voiceless’, and ‘voiced’ responses; at the group level, marginal

response invariance holds for each level on each dimension. Again, these results are consistent with

the presence of decisional separability on both dimensions. However, unlike the analyses of these

features in onset position, the coda position results are also consistent with the presence of perceptual
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separability in both dimension (for most subjects). The report independence results suggest that

perceptual independence also tends to hold for place and voicing in coda position.

With respect to place and voicing, the main difference between onset and coda position seems

to be a difference in the degree to which features generalize across one another perceptually. More

specifically, it seems to be the case that place and voicing are more likely to generalize across one

another in coda position than in onset position. Though it is beyond the scope of this work to

draw firm conclusions regarding the cause of the difference between onset and coda position, the

substantial differences in the acoustic-phonetic cues to voicing and place (e.g., stop release burst

and VOT in onset position, lack of same in coda position) and the differences in how they interact

(e.g., destruction of formants and formant transitions due to ‘cut-back’ in voiceless stops in onset

position, lack of same in coda position) suggest themselves as plausible candidates.

8.2.3. Experiment Three. The phonological subspace probed in experiments one and two

was chosen in part because earlier work had probed the same dimensions using the same consonants

and in part because it is a convenient subspace of features that fits well in the standard two-by-

two GRT structure. This place by voicing space also happens to overlap with another convenient

phonological subspace in English, namely the voicing by manner of articulation space consisting of

[p], [b], [f], and [v] (see Figure 6.1). These consonants consist of the factorial combination of the

stop ([p] and [b]) and fricative [f] and [v]) levels on the manner dimensions and the voiceless ([p]

and [f]) and voiced ([b] and [v]) levels on the voicing dimension.

The results indicate that, both at individual subject and group levels, marginal response in-

variance fails for ‘fricative’, ‘stop’ and ‘voiced’ responses and holds for ‘voiceless’ responses. The

pattern of failures of marginal response invariance on the manner dimension are consistent with an

underlying model in which decisional separability holds and perceptual separability fails due to a

roughly symmetrically greater salience between [p] and [f] than that between [b] and [v]. The pattern

of results on the voicing dimension are also consistent with the presence of decisional separability

and the failure of perceptual separability, though the failure of perceptual separability seems to be

restricted to the voiced level such that [v] is more distinct from [f] than [b] is from [p].

At the individual subject level, report independence tends to hold for [b], [v], and [p], though

for every subject it nearly fails for [p]; report independence tends to fail for [f]. At the group level,

report independence holds for [b] and [v] and fails for [p] and [f]. Given that the analyses of marginal
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response invariance suggest that decisional separability holds, the failures of report independence

with respect to [f] (and the near-failures with respect to [p]) seem to be due to failures of perceptual

independence such that there is a larger proportion of the perceptual distributions falling in the

correct response regions than in the adjacent partially correct regions (relative to a case in which

perceptual independence holds).

These results indicate that, as with place and voicing, manner and voicing seem to generalize

across one another in decision making but do not generalize across one another perceptually. With

respect to place and voicing, the labial stops [p] and [b] appeared to be perceptually separable (i.e.,

labial perceptual effects generalize across levels of voicing). With respect to manner and voicing,

the same labial stops are not perceptually separable (i.e., stop manner does not generalize across

voicing levels). The labial fricatives [f] and [v] exhibit a similar pattern (i.e., fricative manner does

not generalize across voicing either). The apparent failures of perceptual independence suggest that

the channels processing manner interact for the voiceless [f] and, possibly, [p], but not for voiced [b]

and [v].

8.2.4. Experiment Four. The same methods were applied a final time to the relationships

between manner and voicing in syllable coda position (i.e., [p], [b], [f] and [v] at the ends of nonsense

syllables). Although there does not appear to be any previous work addressing these issues with re-

spect to these consonants, experiments one and two suggest a hypothesis concerning the modulation

of feature interactions by syllable structure. Specifically, if the pattern observed across experiments

one and two is an instance of a more general phenomenon, we should expect a similar increase in

perceptual generalization of manner and voicing in coda relative to onset position.

The results indicate that marginal response invariance fails for ‘stop’ and ‘fricative’ responses,

again in such a way that is consistent with decisional separability and a failure of perceptual sep-

arability due to greater salience between [p] and [f] than between [b] and [v]. Marginal response

invariance tends to hold for both ‘voiceless’ and ‘voiced’ responses in coda position, whereas it holds

only for ‘voiceless’ responses in onset position. Report independence tends to hold for all four con-

sonants in coda position, suggesting that perceptual independence tends to hold. Again, though,

there are numerous instances of near-failures.

As with onset position, manner and voicing seem to generalize across one another in decision

making and manner does not generalize perceptually across voicing in coda position. On the other
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hand, voicing does seem to generalize perceptually across manner in coda position, whereas it does

not in onset position. This pattern of results is consistent with the hypothesis that features tend to

generalize across one another more in coda position than in onset position. Of course, consistency

is a weak relationship, and the present work was not carried out with evaluation of this specific

hypothesis in mind.

8.3. Possible Causes and Implications

Determining the causes and implications of the phenomena reported here is beyond the present

work. Nonetheless, a brief discussion of some possible causes and implications of this work will

situate it in the larger body of work on speech production and perception.

8.3.1. Possible causes. Generally speaking, there are two possible causes for the patterns of

interaction and independence reported here. On the one hand, it may be that people’s (linguistic)

perceptual systems accurately track fine-grained details in stimuli. So-called ‘exemplar’ models of

perception making this assumption have been shown to account well for interesting perceptual data

(e.g., Nosofsky & Zaki, 2002; Nosofsky & Stanton, 2005). To the extent that speech perception is

driven by exemplar-based mechanisms, we might expect the patterns reported here to reflect the

same patterns in acoustic-phonetic space. For example, this approach would predict an irregular

place by voicing space for onset stops wherein [da] syllables reside relatively far away from [ta] and

[ba] syllables, whereas place by voicing space should form a more regular shape for coda stops, with

[ad] syllables forming one corner of a rectangular space. Similarly, we should expect distributions

of both onset and coda [p] and [f] to exhibit less overlap than do analogous distributions of [b] and

[v], and we should expect voicing to generalize completely across manner in coda labials but only

incompletely in onset labials.

On the other hand, it is at least a priori plausible to suggest that people’s perceptual systems

impose endogenous structure on stimuli. There is, in fact, some experimental work suggesting that

this is the case, at least with respect to the integration of various cues to voicing in intervocalic

stops (Kingston et al., 2008). To the extent that perceptual independence or interactions are due to

structure imposed by the perceptual system, we should expect divergence between the patterns of

relationships between dimensions in production and perception.
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These possibilities point the way toward a program of research designed to tease them apart.

Such a program is outlined briefly in the ‘future work’ section below.

8.3.2. Possible implications. The apparent interactions between place and voicing and be-

tween manner and voicing reported here could have a number of affects on ‘downstream’ (i.e., post-

phonological) speech processing. First, the structure of phonological neighborhoods may reflect the

differences in salience observed here. For example, lexical neighbors differing only in the voicing

of onset alveolar stops (e.g., ‘ton’ and ’done’) should be more distinct than analogous neighbors

that differ only in the voicing of onset labial stops (e.g., ‘pun’ and ‘bun’); similar predictions can

be made based on the voicing and manner interactions reported here. Sufficiently large differences

in salience across contrasts may well modulate lexical neighborhood effects. If the bulk of a word’s

(high-frequency) neighbors differ from that word only by more salient distinctions, we might rea-

sonably expect neighborhood effects on processing that word to be weaker than similar effects on

processing a word with perceptually less distinct neighbors.

Second, the interactions reported here may have potentially important implications for percep-

tual learning in various other listener groups (e.g., non-native listeners, people with age-related or

noise-induced hearing loss, cochlear implant users). Depending on the cause(s) of perceptual feature

generalization, we might expect perceptual learning to reflect the extent to which a given feature

generalized perceptually across another feature. Suppose, for example, that perceptual interactions

reflect interactions in production, as discussed immediately above. To the extent that acoustic-

phonetic cues in two different languages map similarly onto phonological dimensions, we should

expect non-native listeners of one to perceive the other in much the same way (i.e., we should expect

features to interact, or not, to roughly the same extent and in the same way). If acoustic-phonetic

cues in two languages map onto phonological dimensions differently, though, we should expect sys-

tematic differences in patterns of feature interactions when native listeners of one language perceive

speech sounds in the other (e.g., Japanese native listeners perceiving English labial stops, as sug-

gested by the differential use of acoustic-phonetic cues by non-native listeners in Oglesbee, 2008).

If, on the other hand, we suppose that general characteristics of human auditory systems govern

the relationships between phonological features in speech perception, we might reasonably expect

similar patterns of feature interactions regardless of a listener’s native language.
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Similar implications may be hypothesized for people with age-related or noise-induced hearing

loss and cochlear implant users. If perceptual interactions reflect distributions of acoustic-phonetics

cues, then to the extent that the utility of cues is reduced by hearing loss or the degraded signal

provided by a cochlear implant, we should expect differences in the patterns of perceptual interac-

tions observed. For example, if the acoustic-phonetic cues that made [d] so distinctive in experiment

one are in a region of reduced audibility, or if these cues are not transduced effectively by a cochlear

implant, we might expect listeners with hearing loss and cochlear implant users to exhibit a higher

degree of feature generalization of voicing and place in onset position than did the native listeners

described above. On the other hand, if it is reasonable to hypothesize that normally-functioning

auditory systems might impose structure on speech input, the it seems just as reasonable to hypoth-

esize that a system with a cochlear implant front end or one changed by hearing loss might do so,

as well, distinct though the specific form of such structure is likely to be.

Training regimens may be able to exploit the degree of generalization exhibited by a group of

listeners by reducing the amount of exposure required to learn a distinction. If voicing generalizes

across place (as it seems to do in coda position), for example, non-native listeners or listeners with

hearing loss may be able to learn to perceive a general voicing contrast without reference to specific

places of articulation. Conversely, we might expect differences in learning and effective training

regimes in cases in which generalization is not complete. If voicing does not generalize across

place (as seems to be the case in onset position), listeners may need to learn to perceive specific

combinations of voicing and place.

8.4. Limitations

There are, of course, numerous limitations to any experimental science. To state perhaps the

most obvious example, the results obtained here only generalize to ‘natural’ speech perception to

the extent that the experimental stimuli and task approximate ‘natural’ speech perception. The

present work is no exception, and two limitations to this are worth discussing in some detail. These

are the influence of the type of masking noise used and the stimulus properties.

8.4.1. Noise type. As described in Chapter 4, a ‘speech shaped’ noise was used to mask the

speech stimuli. Because errors are crucial to the application of a model like GRT, it was necessary to

use some kind of masking noise in order to ensure that experimental subjects responded erroneously
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some portion of the time.1 Speech shaped noise was chosen here for two reasons. First, it enables

fairly strict control over the spectral and temporal characteristics of the masker, and second, it

masks all three of the features under investigation to a similar degree. White noise would have

provided much more control over the acoustic characteristics of the masker, but, based on pilot work

and other research (G. A. Miller & Nicely, 1955), would have masked the acoustic-phonetic cues for

place and manner far more effectively than the cues for voicing. Multi-talker babble, on the other

hand, has complementary benefits and problems; it provides very little fine grained control over the

spectral or temporal properties of masker but masks place, manner, and voicing roughly equally

well.

It is unknown to what extent the ‘speech-shaped’ noise employed here is responsible for the

observed patterns of (failure of) marginal response invariance and report independence. There are

theoretical and empirical aspects to this issue. With regard to the theoretical aspects, there is no

obvious reason that decision making should vary as a function of the noise type employed, whereas

it is possible that different noise types could differentially induce different patterns of perceptual

interaction or independence. If, say, multi-talker babble masks manner cues better for voiced than for

voiceless segments while white noise masks manner cues equally well regardless of voicing, we would

expect differences in observed (failures of) perceptual separability and, thereby, marginal response

invariance. Similarly, if we interpret failure of perceptual independence as correlated noise across

processing channels, it is plausible that different noise types could produce different levels or types

of interaction between channels, and thereby different patterns of (failure of) report independence.

Ultimately, of course, it is an empirical issue whether or not different noise types induce different

types of perceptual interactions.

8.4.2. Stimulus properties. As described above, four naturally produced stimuli per category

were employed. This had two motivations. First, it enabled us to avoid making strong a priori

assumptions about the acoustic-phonetic cues relevant to place, manner, or voicing. Second, it

allowed us to obtain a reasonable amount of data per stimulus while providing enough within category

variability to prevent subjects from identifying stimuli by attending to acoustic-phonetic that are

exploitable in a psychophysical experiment but linguistically irrelevant.

1 Errors may, of course, be induced without masking noise. For example, the stimuli could have been presented

at near-threshold levels, or the task could have included extreme time pressure.
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Avoiding strong assumptions in this way, however, severely limits the strength of any inferences

drawn regarding the causes of the observed perceptual interactions. At best, correlations between

particular acoustic-phonetic properties of the stimuli and the observed patterns of identification

and confusion might be investigated with the present data and analyses. While this might provide

interesting information, it would be of more value, in the long run, to design studies with the

intention of understanding how particular combinations of acoustic-phonetic cues lead directly to

perceptual independence or interactions.

Although the four stimuli per category do seem to have provided the desired within-category vari-

ability, they do not provide much general information about the nature of distributions of acoustic-

phonetic cues on phonological dimensions in speech production. This information would be crucial

in any investigation of the causes of the observed patterns of interaction. It may be that the ob-

served patterns indicate that a native speaker’s perceptual system closely tracks natural variation in

production; the locations and shapes of perceptual distributions may accurately reflect production

distributions.

On the other hand, it may be that native speakers perceptual systems transforms speech input.

If so, we should expect systematic differences between production distributions and perceptual dis-

tributions. This is an empirical matter. A larger number of stimuli could provide a richer sample of

production distributions, enabling such tests to be carried out. A full characterization of production

distributions could also inform active manipulations of acoustic-phonetic cues in the search for the

causes of perceptual interactions.

8.5. Future work

There are numerous ways in which the present work can be extended. First, the data analyzed

and discussed here can be subjected to a variety of other analyses. Second, as noted, the data

addressed here are a subset of the data originally collected; the rest of the data can be analyzed in

the same way the presented data can. Third there are numerous separate projects related to various

aspects of the present work. These three types of future work will be discussed in turn.

8.5.1. Other analyses. Although emphasis was placed on non-parametric methods here, there

are two different ways in which making stronger assumptions and employing parametric techniques

can produce additional useful and interesting results in the GRT framework. The first is the use
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of Signal Detection Theory to probe marginal and response conditioned d′ and β parameters. The

second is fully parameterized model fitting.

The use of d′ and β to investigate the multidimensional structure of identification data predates

the development of GRT proper (e.g., Townsend et al., 1981, 1984), though the methods were later

more fully developed with respect to the GRT notions of independence and interaction (Kadlec &

Townsend, 1992a, 1992b). To mention just one of the important results relating SDT to GRT,

Kadlec and Townsend (1992a, 1992b) prove that perceptual separability implies equality of d′ on

one dimension across levels of the other. For example, if voicing were separable from place (as it

seems to be in coda consonants), we would expect d′pb to be equal to d′td. Methods for relating β to

decisional separability have also been developed, as have methods for relating response-conditioned

d′ and β to perceptual independence. These methods could be readily applied both to observed

identification-confusion proportions and to modeled identification-confusion probabilities to obtain

posterior distributions of marginal and response-conditioned d′s and βs.

Fully parameterized GRT models can also be fit to identification-confusion data. For example,

the mean vectors and covariance matrices of bivariate Gaussian distributions and the intercepts

and slopes of linear decision bounds can be used to calculate predicted identification-confusion

probabilities, which can then be used to evaluate the fit of a given set of parameters to a given

data set. This kind of model fitting can be employed in maximum likelihood algorithms (i.e.,

algorithms that find the single best fitting set of parameters) or in a Bayesian framework in which

prior probability distributions are placed on the parameters and the analysis produces posterior

distributions on same. Perceptual and decisional interactions are then evaluated by investigating the

(posterior distributions of) fitted parameters. The major drawback to the use of fully parameterized

models is the substantial increase in computational power and time needed to carry out analyses.

The non-parametric Bayesian analyses presented here required only a few minutes time to carry out,

whereas maximum likelihood methods with Gaussian GRT models can take days or even weeks to

complete the required computations.

8.5.2. Other data. Only equal base rate identification-confusion data were analyzed here.

These data were collected along with data in four unequal base rate conditions (i.e., experimental

blocks in which the relative presentation frequencies of the levels on one dimension were shifted from
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1-to-1 to 4-to-1). Response times were also collected (subjects were instructed to be as accurate and

as fast as they could be in responding on each trial).

The identification-confusion data from the shifted base rate conditions can, of course, be sub-

jected to any analytic technique that the equal base rate identification-confusion data can be sub-

jected to. In addition to providing additional tests of perceptual and decisional independence, this

extra data could, in theory, enable tests of hypotheses regarding the effect of shifted base rates. For

example, Balakrishnan (1999) argues that shifting the base rates of stimuli changes the variance of

perceptual distributions while leaving decision criteria unchanged.

The response times collected provide a variety of interesting opportunities for investigating

the integration of phonological information in speech perception. For example, the non-parametric

measures of interaction used here − marginal response invariance and report independence − can

be given temporal definitions and investigated with appropriate response time data.2 Of course,

parametric models may also be used to analyze response time data. Given the complexity of GRT

data, the most promising avenue here seems to be the Linear Ballistic Accumulator model of choice

response time (Brown & Heathcote, 2008), which simplifies the diffusion model that has been used

extensively with two-choice data (e.g., Ratcliff, 2002). The major advantage that the Linear Ballistic

Accumulator has over other related models is the fact that it generalizes to any number of responses

quite easily, whereas the more complex diffusion models do not.

8.5.3. Related separate projects.

8.5.3.1. Other parts of phonological space. Perhaps the most obvious extension of the present

work would be to other phonological subspaces. This could be done in a number of ways. The place

by voicing experiments presented in Chapters 4 and 5 could be extended to include the velar place

of articulation (i.e., [k] and [g]), defining three levels on the place dimension. Manner and place

could be probed for either voiced or voiceless segments (or both). Of course, other features could

also be included; for example, English nasal and non-nasal consonants [m], [n], [b], and [d] fit the

standard GRT structure nicely. Vowel systems (or portions thereof) are also amenable to this line

of research.

8.5.3.2. Other languages. It has long been known that languages differ in their instantiation of

the same (or at least similar) phonological contrasts (e.g., Lisker & Abramson, 1964). To the extent

2 This work is currently being carried out in the Townsend lab.
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that particular combinations of acoustic-phonetic cues induce particular perceptual (or decisional)

interactions (or independence), we should expect systematic variation across languages. Closely

related is the nature of native vs. non-native speech perception. To the extent that listeners are

attuned to the particular combinations of acoustic-phonetic cues and phonological contrasts of their

native language, we should expect interesting differences to arise when identifying native vs. non-

native sounds.

8.5.3.3. Production distributions. As noted in the ‘limitations’ section above, the four stimuli

per category do not provide much information about the distribution of acoustic-phonetic cues in

English in general. Larger numbers of tokens should provide representative samples of phonological

categories, and the definitions of perceptual separability and independence are readily adapted to

multivariate statistical modeling of speech production data. For example, multiple [p], [b], [t], and

[d] tokens from multiple talkers could be measured on multiple acoustic-phonetic dimensions, which

could then be projected onto bivariate Gaussian distributions in a two dimensional phonological

space. Within and between category forms of independence could then be investigated in this

production space.

While this would be interesting in its own right, it could also be directly, and interestingly,

related to perceptual data gathered using some (or all) of the tokens from the production task.

For example, the degree to which listeners track variation in production could be investigated in a

reasonably straightforward manner. As discussed above, in the ‘possible causes’ section, if listeners

perceive speech veridically, then modeled perceptual distributions should closely mirror production

distributions. If, on the other hand, listeners’ perceptual systems transform the input, then percep-

tual distributions should differ systematically from production distributions.

Active manipulation of (distributions of) acoustic-phonetic cues could, in theory, aid in such

investigations. Should it be observed, apparently veridical perception could be due either to the

enormous amount of exposure adult listeners have with the natural distributions of speech sounds in

their native language(s) or to particular combinations of acoustic-phonetic cues causing particular

patterns of interaction and independence. The use of synthesized (or resynthesized) speech could en-

able disambiguation of these two possibilities. By creating artificial distributions of acoustic-phonetic
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cues (i.e., distributions that differ systematically from the naturally observed distributions), the de-

gree to which perceptual interactions are driven by particular combinations of acoustic-phonetic cues

or the statistical properties of the distributions of such cues could be measured.

8.6. Closing remarks

Despite the fact that perceptual and decisional processes are not directly observable, inferences

about perception and decision making can be drawn with the right tools. The present work employed

one such tool − General Recognition Theory − in an effort to draw inferences about the relationships

between phonological dimensions in speech perception. Although GRT is not a perfect tool (e.g.,

distinct underlying models predict the same patterns in identification data, as illustrated in Figures

3.3 and 3.4, section 3.3), it can provide us with valuable insights into the structure and processes

that constitute perception. Of equal, if not greater, significance, mathematical models such as GRT

enable us to ask precise, pointed questions. These questions would be difficult to conceive of, much

less formulate, in the absence of the kind of theoretical framework provided by GRT and its ilk.

Once formulated, these questions can serve as powerful guides in future work.
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APPENDIX A

Statistical power in the null-hypothesis tests and Bayesian

model

Although a hierarchical Bayesian model has a number of desirable properties, if the statistics of

interest do not enable reliable detection of underlying interactions, they are of (extremely) limited

use. The statistical power of ∆, z. π, and χ2 were evaluated by generating simulated identification-

confusion data from known (Gaussian) GRT models exhibiting failures of perceptual independence,

perceptual separability, and decisional separability

A.1. Perceptual Independence, Decisional Separability, and Report Independence

The relationship between χ2 and π, on the one hand, and failure of perceptual independence or

failure of decisional separability, on the other, were probed by simulating response frequency data

from identification-confusion probabilities derived from a bivariate Gaussian ‘perceptual’ distribution

and two linear decision bounds. Two sets of identification-confusion probabilities were calculated:

one for values of ρ (correlation) ranging from −0.8 to 0.8 in steps of 0.1, and for values of cx (slope

of the horizontal decision bound) ranging from −0.7 to 0.7 also in steps of 0.1.1 The ranges of

parameter values probed are illustrated in Figure A.1.

For each set of probabilities, 100 sets of (multinomial random variable) response frequencies

were generated. For each set of response frequencies, χ2 and π test statistics were calculated. For

each value of ρ and cx, power was calculated as the proportion of test statistics that indicated a

failure of report independence. Thus, because the tests were based on a 2x2 stimulus space (the

‘standard’ GRT protocol), the χ2 tests had a single degree of freedom, so any χ2 value greater than

6.64 (p ≤ 0.01) was taken to indicate an underlying interaction. π statistics were calculated for each

of the 3000 posterior samples of θ values taken (as described above), and values of π were calculated

1 The non-zero slope values should be considered relative to the fact that the marginal x and y variances of the

perceptual distribution were fixed at one.
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Figure A.1. Illustration of the range of parameter values employed in the simula-

tion of data used to investigate the statistical power of χ2 and π test statistics. The

top row shows three values of the correlation coefficient ρ: −0.8 (left), 0 (middle),

and 0.8 (right). The bottom row shows three values of the slope of the horizontal

decision bound: −0.7 (left), 0 (middle), and 0.7 (right)

such that between the values, the most probable 99% of the posterior sample was contained (i.e.,

the marginal highest probability density region). If the region containing the most probable 99%

of π values excluded zero on a given simulated data set, it was taken to indicate an underlying

interaction.2 Figure A.2 shows the results of this power analysis.

2 Conservative criteria were employed here to ensure that the power analysis results are directly comparable to

the results of data analyses presented below. Conservative criteria were employed in actual data analysis for two

reasons: the data are numerous enough to support strong statistical inferences, and numerous tests (i.e., multiple

comparisons) were carried out on each data set.
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Figure A.2. Results of power analysis comparing the probability of detection of

failure of report independence by χ2 and π test statistics.

At all values of ρ and cx, both methods detect underlying interactions equally well. There is a

small divergence in the two methods in the small-to-middle range of negative ρ values and in the

middle range of positive cx values wherein π performs slightly worse than does χ2, which may be

due either to idiosyncrasies of the simulated data or to a systematic inability of π to detect failures

of report independence. In either case, it is beyond the scope of the present endeavor to determine

the cause of these (small) divergences. This small difference must be weighed against the added

benefits of a hierarchical Bayesian analysis as well as the additional information preserved in the

signed statistic π that is not preserved by χ2.
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Figure A.3. Illustration of the range of parameter values employed in the simu-

lation of data used to investigate the statistical power of z and ∆ test statistics.

The top row shows three values of µx: −1.4 (left), 0 (middle), and 0.2 (right). The

bottom row shows three values of the slope of the vertical decision bound: −0.7

(left), 0 (middle), and 0.7 (right)

A.2. Perceptual Separability, Decisional Separability, and Marginal Response

Invariance

The relationship between z and ∆, on the one hand, and failure of perceptual separability or

failure of decisional separability, on the other, were probed by simulating response frequency data

from identification-confusion probabilities derived from two (vertically aligned) bivariate Gaussian

‘perceptual’ distributions and one linear decision bound. Two sets of identification-confusion proba-

bilities were calculated: one for values of µx of the ‘level two’ distribution ranging from −1.4 to 0.2

in steps of 0.1 (µx of the ‘level one’ distribution was fixed at −0.6), and for values of cy (slope of the
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Figure A.4. Results of power analysis comparing the probability of detection of

failure of marginal response invariance by z and ∆ test statistics.

vertical decision bound) ranging from −0.7 to 0.7 also in steps of 0.1. Figure A.3 shows the ranges

of parameter values used in the simulations. All ∆ and z statistics were calculated to test marginal

response invariance at level one of the x dimension (i.e., to compare probabilities to the left of the

vertical decision bound).

(11) za1 =
p(a1|A1, B1)− p(a1|A1, B2)√√√√p∗(1− p∗)

(
1

nA1,B1

+
1

nA1,B2

)
The z statistic is defined in equation 11 for a test of marginal response invariance for a1 responses.

In the equation, nAi,Bj is the number of presentations of the Ai, Bj stimulus, and p∗ is the proportion

of a1 responses for both stimuli (i.e., A1, B1 and A1, B2). The same statistic can be calculated for

any level on any dimension with appropriate changes in subscripts.
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For each set of probabilities, 100 sets of (multinomial random variable) response frequencies were

generated. For each set of response frequencies, z and ∆ test statistics were calculated. For each

value of µx and cy, power was calculated as the proportion of test statistics that indicated a failure

of marginal response invariance. Any z value greater than 2.58 (p ≤ 0.01) was taken to indicate an

underlying interaction. ∆ statistics were calculated for each of the 3000 posterior samples of θ values

taken (as described above), and marginal highest probability density region for ∆ was calculated.

If this region excluded zero on a given simulated data set, it was taken to indicate an underlying

interaction. Figure A.4 shows the results of this power analysis.

At all values of µx and cy, both methods reliably detect the underlying interaction; there are no

notable differences between ∆ and z.
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BRUGS Code

# THE MODEL.

modelstring = ”

model {

# Likelihood function:

for( sb in 1 : Nsubj ) {

for( st in 1 : Nstim ) {

data table[ st + Nstim·(sb-1), 1: Nresp]

∼ dmulti( theta[st + Nstim·(sb-1), 1:Nresp], Ntr[st + Nstim·(sb-1)] )

}

}

# Prior:

for( sb in 1 : Nsubj ) {

for( st in 1 : Nstim ) {

theta[st + Nstim·(sb-1), 1: Nresp] ˜ ddirch( alpha[st,1: Nresp] )

}

}

# hyperprior:

for( st in 1 : Nstim ) {

for( re in 1 : Nresp ) {

alpha[st,re] dgamma( 3, .02)

}

}

}

” # close quote for modelstring
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# Write model to a file:

.temp = file(”model.txt”,”w”) ; writeLines(modelstring,con=.temp) ; close(.temp)

# Load model file into BRugs and check its syntax:

modelCheck( ”model.txt” )

modelData(fileName=”data.txt”)

nchain = 3

modelCompile( numChains = nchain )

modelGenInits()

# burn in

BurnInSteps = 10000 # try 20000 or so

modelUpdate( BurnInSteps )

# actual samples

samplesSet( c( ”theta” , ”alpha” ) )

stepsPerChain = 1100

thinStep = 200

modelUpdate( stepsPerChain , thin=thinStep )
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Acoustic measurements of stimuli

Following Silbert and Jong (2008), the following spectral and temporal measurements were taken

of the nonsense syllable stimuli. For the consonants, consonant duration, acoustic power below and

above 750 Hz, the spectral mean, spectral variance, spectral skewness, and spectral kurtosis. For the

vowels, F0 at the consonant-vowel boundary, mid-vowel and in the portion of the vowel furthest in

time from the consonant (i.e., the beginning for coda consonants, at the end for onset consonants),

F1, and F2 at consonant-vowel boundary and mid-vowel. The following figures show the results of

these analyses. For the stops (i.e,. [p], [b], [t], and [d]), consonants were defined, for onset consonants,

as the portion between oral closure release and regular voicing onset, and for coda consonants the

portion between offset of regular voicing and release of oral closure.
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Figure C.6. First (F1; x-axis) and second (F2; y-axis) formants at voicing onset

(consonant labels) and mid-vowel
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Figure C.10. Spectral skewness (y-axis) and spectral kurtosis (x-axis) for coda consonants
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